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MY WORLD WAR II 

 

Preparing for service in World War Two started the day I was born in 

1921.  It took a while for the rest of the world to catch on, but I knew from 

the time I was old enough to think about such things that I was going to be 

an Infantry Officer in the United States Army. I have no recollection of any 

single specific event that caused me to know that this is what I wanted to do 

with my life; perhaps a movie, a radio show, or just my Dad going off to 

meetings of the American Legion. At any rate by the time I was ten years 

old, it was my goal to be an Infantry Officer commanding an Infantry unit. 

 I was a Boy Scout and did all the things Boy Scouts do which was as 

close to anything military as I could get until in my sophomore year I 

attended a high school assembly where an Army Sergeant made a 

presentation on a subject which became of great interest to me --- CMTC --- 

Citizens Military Training Camps. He told us Army Reserve Officers who 

would train us ran these camps. Each Cadet would be rated when he 

completed training camp and the ratings would determine who would be 

accepted to return for more training the following year. He also said that not 

more than half of each class would be so selected. 

 I was one of the very first to obtain an entry form for the class that 

started that summer of 1937. I handed my application to my dad for his 

signature that evening and it was in the mail the next morning along with a 

medical report from our family doctor. Probably not more than three weeks 

later I received an acceptance letter telling me the dates the class would start 

and finish, the fact that I would wear only military clothing for the full 

month of the class and could only wear civilian clothing going and coming. 
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The letter included a round trip train ticket with a warning that the ticket 

would not be replaced if I lost it. 

 

 

CMTC 

 

 When I got on the train heading for Fort Sheridan, Illinois that 

Monday the first week after school let out for the summer I did not realize 

what I was getting into but if it led to a commission in the United States 

army, I was going to do it. 

 The year 1936 was a tough one for many people and few were 

traveling unless it was necessary. An elderly lady and two middle-aged men 

were the only people in the car with me. It was early in the morning and 

there was little going on other than the click of the wheels.  

 After making several stops along Lake Michigan we came to the small 

town of Highwood, my time to get off. Sure enough there was a soldier 

waiting for several of us who had been in other cars of the train. The soldier 

ran through our names and pointed to an old truck telling us to get into it and 

not to get out until told to.  The truck looked as though it had served in WWI 

and we later learned that it had.  

The driver fired up the truck which sounded better than it looked and 

drove to Fort Sheridan. We were there, almost. The truck took us about a 

mile along the edge of the Parade ground past five very good looking large 

brick barracks on our right.  We said, “Boy, this is pretty good living,” but 

reaching the end of the big barrack buildings we made a right turn and kept 

driving toward an empty field.  After another mile we pulled up at the end of 

a row of squad tents. 
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 Dismounting from our truck we were joined by an officer who 

assigned us to a tent, told us to take our bags to the tent then report back to 

him so he could direct us to the Quartermaster where we would be issued 

our clothing and equipment.  

 

 

  

 

GETTING UNIFORMS 

 

 A Sergeant took over after being introduced by the Lieutenant as the 

Sergeant in charge of the tent where we dropped our bags. The minute he 

took control of us he told us to form up in a column of twos and follow him 

close without any fooling around. 

 He turned and said, “Follow me.  Keep in step.” and marched off with 

about thirty of us behind him. We marched for some twenty minutes and 

passed an anti-aircraft artillery piece, a long barn that turned out to be a 

Cavalry horse barn, and a number of other buildings. Finally he stopped in 

front of one of them and told us to stay where we were until we were called. 

He disappeared into the building but came back almost immediately and 

ordered us to follow him in single file. 

 I had two sensations when I entered the building --- the first was the 

musty odor of age and the other was a feeling of huge size.  The Sergeant 

stopped us in front of a long, high table. There a soldier looked at the first 

man, turned to a huge pile of shirts, jerked out two and threw them to him 

saying, “Move on.” The first man started to move only to be stopped by the 
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soldier behind the counter who said, “Take your shirts. Don’t fold or roll 

them up.  You’ll need to use them as a bag for other things.”  

When I got to the head of the line and was handed my shirts I could 

see they were of different sizes. I said, “One of these is either too small or 

the other is too big.” The soldier just looked at me and motioned me on. As I 

began to move away I noticed the cuffs of both the shirts were very well 

worn, in fact almost ragged. 

I said, “Man, these shirts are worn out. What the Hell is going on?”  

He just looked at me and pointed toward the huge pile of shirts. Sure 

enough they all looked shabby and frayed. I moved on.  

 My next item was shoes. At that time shoes in the army were much 

like today except the leather was much stiffer. The shoe tops came above the 

ankles. The shoe man looked at me and asked,  

“What size?” 

I answered, “Nine and a half.” 

He came right back. “You want nine or ten? 

By that time I had made up my mind there was no sense bugging these 

soldiers, who were just doing their jobs. I told him I would take a size 10 

and stuff the toes with paper. He gave me a pair of very heavy shoes that 

looked as though they were not quite ready for the junk heap. 

 Two pairs of pants looked and felt the same when I crowded them into 

the bag made from the shirts. Next was a pair of canvas leggings that looked 

like those cowboys wear riding horseback in brushy areas. They looked OK 

to me and I dropped them into my bundle. And so it went, everything that 

was issued to us was just barely wearable. I soon learned that the Army 

budget was very low and everything was used to the limit. Every item we 

got was used to the point of becoming worn out.  
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GETTING SETTLED 

 

The Sergeant marched us back to the tents and had us lay our stuff on 

the ground. Those familiar with folding canvas cots set them up while the 

others learned how from the Sergeant. Even these were old with patched and 

shrunken canvas. Fortunately both of my stretcher boards were rolled up in 

the cot and both ends of the canvas were in good shape 

          The officer got the ten of us in this tent together and quickly showed 

what the Army expected us to do in the way of housekeeping, making our 

beds, cleaning the tent including the dirt floor, the tight canvas, the straight 

tent pole, and more. Then he told us to hop to it and left after telling us he 

would be back in an hour to inspect. 

 When he returned he inspected our tent, criticized our errors and 

began our first class. He brought ten more guys with him and introduced 

them as our neighbors. This class included tips on how to get along in the 

army, wear our shirts, shoes, leggings and hats, how to stand in the presence 

of an officer, and how and when to speak to those exalted persons.   

He had us take up the heavy belts we had been issued, and explained 

the use of them. The Aid pouch contained bandages and strap-like things to 

stop bleeding together with small quantities of drugs to relieve pain. He 

emphasized that the pouch must be worn hanging in front of the left hip so if 

you fall wounded whoever comes to assist you will know where your aid 

packet is no matter how filthy you are. He ended his lecture by emphasizing 

that your aid packet is never to be used on another man. Always use his 

because you never know how soon someone will be looking for yours to 

stop your blood. 
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 With that cheerful thought and a couple of laughs he left us again to 

talk to another group. Our group talked together a little while, the usual stuff 

when strangers meet, then somebody spoke up. 

 “Hey, it’s noon. Where and when do we eat?” 

 Another answered, “It looks like it might be a mess hall over there. I 

think I’ll try it,” and off he went.  

The rest of us followed. Sure enough the tent was a mess hall, and it 

was ready to serve us except none of us had thought to bring our mess kits. 

We had to go back and get them only to return to find a line. Another lesson 

learned -- never start to do something until you have the equipment to do it. 

The mess was typical military, plentiful and full of basics. 

 The afternoon of this first day went easily. We found the Sergeant 

who had escorted us to the warehouse. He told us this was not a training day. 

More trainees were expected to arrive and we were not to leave the tent area.  

 

 

TRAINING STARTS 

 

The next morning we were introduced to a Captain who was to be our 

Company Commander for the week, after which a new group of Officers 

would take over for the next training period, followed by a third group after 

that.  

Our Officer took us through the basics, how to stand, march, 

maneuver in ranks, to keep one foot in place when given the command 

“Rest” and other things of that nature. By the end of the day we began to feel 

like real dogfaces. 
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There are an awful lot of things a Private has to have stuffed into his 

head and the NCO’s and Officers had their work cut out for them. 

We had to be able to obey commands to move and to stop moving, to 

turn and to stop turning. This sounds stupid, it is true. I knew most of the 

basics, but you would be surprised at the number of cadets who had no 

knowledge of these simple things common in military life. 

After a week or so the Officers decided we knew enough to be able to 

get from our encampment to the parade ground we had passed when we 

arrived that first day. There were a total of 500 of us and we were cautioned 

over and over that if we made a mess of the movement many others would 

see it and it would provide a great source of merriment to the officers at 

Officers Mess that evening. Therefore, all of the Officers and NCOs were 

alongside their units that first day keeping us on the straight and narrow. 

 I don’t mean to imply that the cadets were stupid, not at all, but 

somebody could accidentally start a real mess by tripping or stumbling in his 

oversize shoes, or a unit could fail to “route step” when crossing a bridge 

causing it to collapse. 

We learned the basics of patrols, of digging foxholes, of handling and 

caring for the 1903 bolt-action rifle. We were not trusted with them yet 

except in the classes. Who knew any of these kids well enough to trust him 

with a rifle? 

Much of our training that first year was physical. We marched, we 

ran, first just in our clothes, then with our combat equipment, and then with 

that and a rifle. These Reserve Officers put us through a hard bunch of 

classes. 

Our training progressed. That month we advanced to the point where 

we could teach men to handle, operate, clean, load, aim and fire the bolt 
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action rifle.  The firing range was denied us but promised for the next year 

along with bayonet training. 

The second year I was given the rank of Corporal and made 

commander of the squad and tent we lived in. When we trained with the 

whole regiment and when we were in tents I commanded the squad. 

Our range firing included not only the “03” rifle but also the .45 

pistol, the BAR (Browning Automatic Rifle) and the heavy machine gun. 

It was during our time on the firing range that a truck arrived carrying 

several regular soldiers and a couple of Officers who presented us with a 

peek into the future. They had a number of rifles with them, known then as 

the Garand Rifle that would be known later by many thousands of men in 

WWII as the M1 Rifle. We were not allowed to fire it and only a few of us 

were allowed to handle it. I managed to get one of them in my hands to 

fondle it and wish it were mine. 

 For the next two summers the CMTC training month went on in much 

the same manner. I was accepted both years and fully expected to serve as 

Platoon Leader for my fourth summer when Bang!  I got a letter from the 

Department of the Army telling me the CMTC summer camps had been 

canceled.  

My heart stood still for a second until I finished reading the rest of the 

letter which said that since I had completed the first three camps with high 

ratings I could still be commissioned if I completed a long list of curriculum 

requirements which would be sent to me if I wished to continue. I replied 

immediately that I wanted to continue and asked for the necessary papers to 

be sent post haste.   
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RIPON COLLEGE 

 

I knew I could fall back on college ROTC for my commission, but 

that meant waiting two more years. Anything could happen before then. By 

this time, late in 1941, we were at war with Hirohito’s Japan and Hitler’s 

Germany. 

At college many of my friends were arguing whether it would be best 

to enlist or wait to be drafted, but I kept my course.   A few weeks later my 

Dad called to tell me two big apple boxes of what he thought were papers 

had been delivered to the house.  Did I want them? I told him to hang on to 

them until I got there, and gave him a short briefing about what I had done 

and was going to do. He said he was with me and I thanked him. 

 So there I was, attending classes in college and studying for and 

completing the CMTC courses as quickly as I could, hoping to receive a 

commission before I was drafted. Things could go either way. Anyway, I 

wasn’t telling my friends anything about the CMTC courses until I knew one 

way or the other what was to happen.   

 And then it happened. 

 

A TELEGRAM CHANGES MY LIFE 
 

In early 1942 I was a sophomore in the midst of my studies at Ripon 

College and a second year student in the college four-year ROTC (Reserve 

Officers Training Corp) course. My spirits got a great boost one day when a 

telegram was delivered to my Fraternity house addressed to 2nd Lieutenant 
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George W. Isenberg. The same telegram ordered me to active duty and to 

report to Camp Roberts, California on April 12, 1942. 

When I returned to the Hall after my class I walked into a lobby full 

of smiling brothers. Before I could get all the way into the room I suspected 

something was up but couldn’t guess what.  They all looked so guilty.  

 I said, “What’s up, guys? You all look like you’re guilty of 

something.” That caused a big laugh. 

 The Fraternity president stepped up waving a piece of paper he held in 

his hand. “How did you think you could get away with this?”   

 I was still in the woods with no idea what that sheet of paper was, or if 

it had anything to do with me. 

 He held up what was obviously a telegram and said, “How in hell did 

you cook this up, and why?” 

 I said, “I haven’t cooked anything up. Let me see that telegram.”  He 

handed it to me and I saw it was from the Secretary of the Army.  “What are 

you guys pulling?” 

 They all shouted their innocence of the whole affair. 

 I looked at the paper again. It looked like a real telegram.  There was a 

phone number in one corner. I got the operator on the line, gave her the 

number, heard the answer, “Western Union,” asked him if he had received 

such a wire, heard his statement in the affirmative, thanked him, put down 

the phone and turned to my friends. Knowing nearly all of them were cadets 

I asked, “Are any of you in ROTC?”  Most of them admitted they were.  

  “From now on all cadets will treat me as the Officer which I am. 

Stand at attention as I pass by and refer to me as Lieutenant Isenberg.  Is that 

understood?” 
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 With that I turned, started to leave the room, stopped, swung around 

and said, “At ease.” Then I ran for my room. Within seconds I had my 

suitcase on my bed and was throwing stuff into it when my roommate came 

in laughing. “George, you’ve got them all in fits.  What in hell is going on?” 

 I replied, “Don’t you remember my telling you I had gone to CMTC?” 

 He said “Oh, that’s what it is. What are you going to do?  Are you 

going to leave right away?”   

 I said, “I have to get going! I need to propose to Beverly. I must get a 

physical exam in Chicago. I’ve got to buy uniforms while I am down there, 

and God alone knows what will happen when I get home.” 

 

 

MY BIRTHDAY 

 

My twenty-first birthday was right in the middle of the greatest month 

of my life. Two of the most important occurrences in my life happened 

within a week of that day. 

 I invited my future wife, Beverly, to come to Baraboo to meet my 

parents during Spring Break from college. She was a houseguest at my 

parent’s home. We were together all day and most evenings. I decided she 

was going to be my wife, but had not proposed to her yet. I don’t know why 

to this day. We had a great time running around whenever I could get the 

family car. It is not easy finding exciting things to do in a farm town of 5000 

people in March but we had a lot of fun just being together. 

 The second thing was the telegram I received just a few days earlier 

from the Department of the Army granting me a commission in the Army as 

a 2nd Lieutenant, subject to passing a physical exam in Chicago.  
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 Since I had to go to Chicago to have a physical examination I decided 

to buy my uniforms and any other things I needed while there. 

 I had no difficulties buying the uniforms but I found out later that the 

clothier had sold me a Sam Browne belt that had been outlawed a month 

before, and the wrong color necktie that had also been changed recently. I 

suspect that crook dumped a lot of equipment and clothing items on 

unsuspecting newly-commissioned young men. I was one of them and I was 

thankful everything else I bought was correct. 

 I located the federal facility where I was to take my physical exam. I 

knew of no reason they could turn me down. There was nothing wrong with 

me. After stripping and tying a towel around my waist, I stepped on a scale 

that stopped at 128 pounds. OK, on to the next station. Height, measured at 

six feet even. The man who measured me sent me on through the line where 

I got the usual series of pokes and prods. At the end of the exam three hours 

later a doctor approached me. 

 “I’m sorry, son, we cannot accept you.” 

 I was astounded. “What’s the matter with me?” 

 “You’re underweight for your height.” 

 “Is that all?” 

 “Yes. There doesn’t seem to be anything else here that could cause 

rejection.” 

 I told him I had never been sick in my life other than with the normal 

children’s diseases, and I was in good shape and always had been. 

 “Doctor, I want to be accepted into the army. What is the lowest 

acceptable weight for my height?” 

  “You weigh 128. The minimum is 130 pounds.” 
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 “Doctor, don’t do this to me. There is nothing wrong with me. I’ve 

been called skinny from the first grade. It’s just the way I’m built.” 

 “You just sit down here. There will be another doctor to see you 

momentarily.” 

 “Yes sir! Thanks for giving me another chance.”  

I sat down and in a few minutes that seemed to last forever another 

doctor came in and gave me another working over.  

When he moved to leave the room, I asked, “Doctor, how about it?” 

 “I don’t see any reason why we cannot pass you, but wait here. 

Someone will come for you.” 

 I could not have waited more than ten minutes but I swear it seemed 

like ten hours or maybe even days until an orderly arrived. 

“Come this way please, Lieutenant.” 

 “What’s up? Am I in?” 

 “All but the shouting and the paper work,” he said as we walked out 

of that prison cell of a room. 

 There were some papers to complete. Another half hour and I was on 

the way home. Everyone wanted to know how I had made out. 

 “A piece of cake,” I told them. 

 The rest of the time before Beverly went back to school we lived it up. 

We went to movies. We ran around town buying things I was to take to 

Camp Roberts. We spent all of our time together. 

 Then she had to go back to school, and I was alone in the world. No 

one was left, not even my parents. Not really, it just felt that way. The rest of 

the time was a period of waiting for my train to depart. I remember one 

evening I walked down with Dad to the bowling alley. It was a typical 

evening, dark with a heavy overcast, probably a temperature of 20 degrees, 
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still a foot of dirty snow on the ground with higher piles of it on both sides 

of the street. We talked, I don’t know what about except just before we went 

into the bowling alley he stopped and took my arm. 

 “I’m proud of you, son. When you get there, keep your eyes open and 

have a man you trust watching your back.” I knew what he meant and 

thanked him. 

 Finally departure time arrived. Mother, Dad, my brother John and 

Father Schiffmayer, the priest at our Episcopal Church came down to the 

depot to see me off. Somewhere I have a photograph of that group standing 

in the cold on the depot ramp.  
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CAMP ROBERTS, CALIFORNIA, 1942 

 

 The train worked its way south from Oakland finally arriving at a 

small station in the city of San Miguel where I got off thinking I had finally 

found a home. There was transport for me. It was an old truck but any 

vehicle is better than none. It carried me several miles to Camp Roberts and 

I got out at post headquarters up on a hill. 

 I stopped to look at my new home. Camp Roberts is a large base. The 

center of the place was a very large partly paved rectangle almost a mile 

long and half a mile wide.  The long sides and the far end had strings of 

smaller rectangles each more than capable of holding a battalion.   

 “Well, I better get in there.” I told myself, and hoisting my bags again 

I walked into the Headquarters of Camp Roberts.  I looked at rows of desks, 

picked out one manned by an Officer and approached him. He turned out to 

be the man I wanted. 

 “Where do I report my arrival?” I asked.  

He looked up, “Are you Isenberg?”   

 “That’s me, sir.” 

 “You are to go to 14th Battalion.” He turned to a soldier and ordered 

him to take me to the 14th and hurry back.  

 I reached for my bag but the soldier beat me to it and started for the 

door. I followed and got into the jeep. 

 The jeep driver was silent so I was able to look over the post as he 

drove down the hill and along the side of a huge open training area. At the 

end he turned right and passed several quadrangles before he turned in at the 

corner of one.  He stopped, got out, lifted my bag out, got back in and 

departed never having said a word.  
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 I moved my bag over close to the building and walked in. Inside I 

found a soldier sitting at a desk guarding an office behind him. He came to 

attention saying “Good afternoon, sir. I’ll tell the Captain you’re here.” 

 I thanked him, looked for a chair, found none and stood while the PFC 

went in to the office and came back with the Captain right behind him.  The 

Captain stepped over to me with a smile. 

 “Lieutenant. Welcome. You will be great help, but come in to my 

office and sit down so I can give you the scoop.” 

 My mind was going like a racetrack. I had seen a lot of Colonels who 

are younger than this Captain. He asked me to tell him about myself.  I did 

that in maybe three minutes after which he told me that Camp Roberts is 

devoted to basic training of new enlistees and draftees mostly in Infantry 

weapons and tactics.  

“How much do you know about the Light Machine Gun?”  

I told him, “Nothing, unless it is similar to the Heavy Gun.” 

 “Okay, you’ll be teaching that tomorrow. Do you have your quarters 

yet?  No? Well, let’s settle that.” 

 He called someone, told that person to come and get me and take me 

to my quarters, then go to the Supply Room, get a Light Machine Gun and 

bring it to me. He handed me a thick package that contained the full scoop 

on the gun saying,  

“Each squad of your platoon tomorrow will have one gun.  All you 

will have to do is have the men learn the parts as they disassemble them and 

reassemble them.” 

He turned to walk back into his office and called over his shoulder, 

“Have Corporal Salinger show you the Officers mess and get you a 

schedule.”  
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So now what?  Well, I best get my room and my Light Machine Gun 

and go through these papers so I do not make a total fool of myself 

tomorrow.  

My guide showed me where my quarters were on the second floor of a 

platoon-size building with a few dividers installed to make it suitable for 

high class 2nd Looies. OK, so I now have a home, where do I eat?  The guide 

pointed out an adjacent identical building and I took his word that it was the 

mess hall for Officers. My next and final job was to secure the weapon. 

Needless to say the guide had it well in hand. He showed me the parcel on 

my canvas cot and departed. 

Now to get busy. I hauled the heavy bundle off my cot, laid it on the 

floor and set about my task. Sure enough there were no tools, but I had my 

pocketknife.  I spread a cloth out and started throwing parts onto it, keeping 

them all in alignment to be put back in reverse order. Some parts are not 

removed in field stripping, usually small parts that almost never need 

changing.  I must tell the men about these.  

 Oh, oh! It’s time for supper. Yeah, I heard a lot of moving around a 

little while ago. Damn, I hope I won’t miss it. I also hoped we were not 

required to dress up for supper. I was in my field uniform without time to 

change. Good thing the mess is nearby. Arriving there in a rush I found out I 

was just on time and my field uniform was OK. Supper was GI but edible 

and enjoyable. The other 2nd Looies were friendly and happy to answer my 

questions. They were quite new themselves. As a matter of fact none of them 

admitted he had been here over two months. 

When I mentioned Captain Smith was my Company Commander they 

congratulated me for getting him for my boss, saying he is very helpful and 

pleasant compared to some of the Company Commanders who are all old 
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Reserve Officers activated in a hurry when the war started, some happily, 

others against their wishes. 

Chatter such as that went on the whole meal and longer until the mess 

hall soldiers asked us to leave so they could finish their work.   

 Soon it was time for everyone to hit the sack except me, for I had yet 

to reassemble the Light Machine Gun which took a fast ten minutes. When I 

looked at my watch I saw that breakfast was in four and a half hours.  

Breakfast came before the sun rose and in hurried fashion, followed 

by assembly of the whole company for morning exercises after breaking up 

into platoons for the days training. 

The platoon assigned to me consisted of four squads of men who must 

learn today to assemble and disassemble a Light Machine Gun while under 

fire, if necessary. Two sergeants had been assigned to help me. 

Some of the men caught on quickly, others more slowly.  I assigned 

the two Sergeants to work with the majority of men who were quick learners 

and I took the slower ones. The work went slowly with my group but they 

caught on as we repeated disassembling and reassembling the guns out on 

that huge drill field surrounded by dozens of other units doing similar 

training.   

This was to be my job for the week with a different group of men each 

day. My days for the next week were the same. One week, for variety, I was 

assigned to go out to the field to teach how to dig a quick foxhole and how 

to improve it. 

Meantime whenever I could get the time off I went looking for a place 

where Beverly and I could live once we were married. We couldn’t get 

married until I found a place where we could set up housekeeping and there 

was no family housing on the post.  I had long since given up hope of 
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finding a small house, or an apartment. There were hundreds of other 

soldiers just like me searching for housing for their wives and families.  

One day I found what I thought would be almost ideal under the 

circumstances, a room in a two-story house.  I made a deposit on the rent 

and called Beverly. She could tell from my voice that I had good news and 

we decided to be married the following week. She and her mother planned to 

travel to Camp Roberts by train and we would be married the day after they 

arrived.  

 I couldn’t wait and it was hard to keep my mind on training and 

digging foxholes when my wedding day was not far off.  

I didn’t know how much further off it was going to be or that it was 

going to be a lot further off than I thought when I returned to my quarters 

after work the next day to find a note on my door to report instantly to the 

Company Commander.   

“Lordy, Lordy,” I thought. “Have I done something wrong?” 

Arriving at the office I told the Sergeant of my order but he was 

already telling the Captain I was here.  

The Captain called, “Come in, Isenberg.” He did not appear to be mad 

at me and said, “Relax, George. You’ve got orders. You’re to report to Fort 

Lewis, Washington to the 440th Division as soon as possible.”  

“Boy, they didn’t leave me here long.  Is that normal?”  

“I would say yes, George. I imagine they have an opening in a unit 

and just picked you since you are available and not all settled down here. I 

suggest you get started packing your bags and make train connections 

ASAP” 
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I thanked him for his assistance, saluted, and left his office in a panic. 

Beverly and her mother were due to board the train today, the train that 

would bring my sweetheart to me for our wedding. Maybe I could catch her.  

If not what would I do? What would she do? Worse yet, what would she 

think about this?” I found a phone booth and made the call. 

It went through while I stood in the phone booth sweating. Beverly’s 

mother answered and without giving me a chance to say anything said, “The 

train just whistled for its stop and we’re on our way to catch it.” She 

apparently thought it was a friend calling to wish them bon voyage. I 

interrupted and told her who I was. Myrle reacted with a pleasant voice that I 

feared would change when she got my bad news but she said, “Oh, George, 

Thank Heaven you were able to catch us.”  

Beverly took the phone and told me her bags were already at the 

depot. She didn’t sound angry but I could sense she was puzzled and 

disappointed and hurt and I couldn’t do anything about it. I told her she 

better get her bags before the train ran off with them, said I would try to call 

again soon and promised a long, long letter. Hanging up I was still sweating. 

Another ten minutes and she and Myrle would have been gone. 

Now I had to get busy. It turned out there was a train going north to 

Seattle that could drop me at Fort Lewis but I must catch it the next day. 

Great, but I had to get in to town and buy my ticket in order for the train to 

stop at the station. I managed to get hold of a jeep and take care of that.  

It turned out that the train was scheduled to arrive around noon so 

there was less of a rush and I had time to write the promised letter. The next 

day I was ready when the train got in but could not get a seat in the sleeper 

car until we reached Sacramento.  Once I did so I slept from there to Seattle.   
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FORT LEWIS, WASHINGTON 

  

In the early morning I managed somehow to get to Fort Lewis, 

making it just on time for a breakfast at the Officers Club. 

 By evening I had been assigned to the mortar platoon, met the 

Company Commander, found quarters, found the Officers Club and Mess 

and while eating supper, met some of the other Officers of Company “H”. 

The next morning the Company Commander briefed me on the Mortar 

Platoon, its men, their state of training (not much on the guns) and his 

expectation that they would now get more training. 

 Two weeks to the day after I joined the Regiment I received another 

transfer order, this time to attend the Officers Training School at Fort 

Benning, Georgia. It was no surprise to learn I was expected to leave 

immediately. 

 Again I hit the railroads, this time I learned my train would pass 

through Portage, Wisconsin, a city close to my home in Baraboo and stop 

there for at least five minutes.  I called Dad. He said he would be there. 

 And what about Beverly?  I hope she knows how much I want to 

marry her. It sounds crazy, but I haven’t had a chance to find a jewelry store 

and shop for an engagement ring for her. I gave her my fraternity pin before 

I left; it was all I had to offer at the time. I wonder what she is doing – is she 

going out with her friends? Or is she sitting at home, wishing she could find 

some way to tell me she can’t wait for me any longer?  

When I called her I told her I was sure I would be at Fort Benning for 

several months, long enough for us to have a real wedding and once again 

she promised to wait for me.  
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FORT  BENNING, GEORGIA 

                   

The first thing I saw at Fort Benning was the beauty of the green 

lawns and the old, red brick buildings. I followed the sign for incoming 

Officers for about a mile, found headquarters, signed in and a driver in a 

jeep was assigned to take me to my new quarters. I climbed in and off we 

went.  

 After driving for a couple of miles passing beautiful very large brick 

barracks we went around a couple of turns and came upon miles of what 

appeared to be the original metal WWI buildings. Old, sagging, and rusty 

they stood with a forest between them and the lovely red brick ones we had 

passed 

 We drove by twenty or thirty of those buildings before the driver 

stopped in front of one. “This is it, sir.  If you can find a bed that seems to be 

unoccupied come back and get your bag and I’ll be gone.”  

 I found an empty cot and went out to relieve the driver.  After he 

drove off I crossed the street and looked down the line of buildings. I 

counted thirty before they faded into the distance. I started to unpack, 

blanket on the bed, clothes in a metal locker without a lock. Now more 

Officers started to pour in. Nearly all were 2nd Lieutenants like me. I didn’t 

see anyone wearing Captain’s Bars and very few with the silver bars of a 1st 

Lieutenant. 

 A Lieutenant flopped on the bed next to mine.  Looking at me he said, 

“Aha! A new body, Are you to be another student or something else?”  

 I answered, “I don’t know what I am any more but I suspect I am to 

be a student.”  
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 That began two months of extremely tough work, long hours from 

0630 to 1730 daily and 1900 to 2200 three days a week learning how to 

command units in battle. We learned through hands on practice how to use 

the M1 Rifle, the Light Machine Gun, its brother the Heavy Machine Gun, 

grenades of several types, mortars, bayonets, and how to select the men to 

handle them.   

 The days were long and our work was hard. We were constantly hit 

with the admonition, “IF YOU FORGET THIS IT CAN GET YOUR MEN 

KILLED!” Shouted at us, slammed at us, roared at us many times every day 

I located a room to rent and married Beverly on August 22nd, 1942. I 

was never happier, nor have I ever worked harder or longer. I was doing 

what I wanted to do the most in the world, serving in the U. S. army with the 

love of my life by my side.  

 Sometime in the third month my orders were changed. Instead of 

returning to Fort Lewis I was to report to the San Francisco Port of 

embarkation to be sent to the war zone in the Pacific. 
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SAN FRANCISCO HONEYMOON 

 

 In the early fall of 1942 San Francisco was a boomtown.  Large 

numbers of people in and out of uniform moved through the city on their 

way to the Pacific to send Tojo back to his little island. 

 Beverly and I arrived in Oakland by rail from Fort Benning, Georgia 

and in San Francisco by ferry.  It was mid-morning of a beautiful, sunny, 

October day with a blue sky matching the blue water of the bay.  

We left the Ferry Terminal with bag and baggage and found a cab for 

a ride of a few blocks to the Oxford Hotel located right in the center of 

downtown.  

Coming to San Francisco at all was strongly suggested by another 

Lieutenant we met on the train.  He asked what my orders required and when 

I told him I was to report to Camp Shoemaker somewhere in the valley east 

of Oakland he said, "Do not go there.  If you do you will be put to work 

running ranges or doing make-work jobs training soldiers. Your wife will 

have to go home. There is no place for her to stay. You can go to Fort Mason 

in San Francisco and sign in. If anyone asks questions you can play dumb.  

At Fort Mason you must check in every morning at 0900 until the day before 

your ship leaves, and Fort Mason is practically downtown San Francisco.” 

 I thought about that for a while and the thought of being in the City 

with Bev for my last few days outweighed my conscience so here we were, 

me and my bride of two months, loose in the big city.   

 The Oxford Hotel became our base of operations. Once we had a 

room there we could charge our meals to the room bill.  Did I forget to 

mention we had about $20.00 between us?  Even in 1942 twenty dollars did 

not go very far in San Francisco.  
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My first objective was to collect my travel money from Uncle Sam. In 

those days an officer paid for his own transportation costs and was 

reimbursed on arriving at his destination. Somewhere I had obtained the 

address of a Military Finance Office on Montgomery Street, the financial 

center of the west coast at that time. The day after we arrived I hustled down 

there to get some money, only to be stopped dead by a very officious civilian 

employee who informed me that her office prepared payrolls for whole bases 

and entire ships. It was not their job to pay every 2nd Lieutenant who 

wandered in wanting money.   

 "But since you are here give me ten copies of your orders and I will 

see what I can do." she said. 

 I had the original orders sending me to Ft. Benning and returning to 

Ft. Lewis but I had run out of copies of the order to report to the Port of 

Embarkation after completion of my course at Fort Benning. I knew my last 

permanent station, Fort Lewis, Washington, should have copies and when I 

explained my financial position to her she reluctantly agreed to wire Fort 

Lewis for them.   

 She said, "If you come back in a week and are lucky I may have some 

good news for you."  

This statement caused me to become more pathetic than ever. I 

pleaded that my twenty dollars would not last my wife and me a week, much 

less allow us to see the sights in beautiful San Francisco. I guess that last bit 

finally did it because she said if I came back in two days and was very, very 

lucky she might have some good news. 

 So back to the hotel I went with no more money.  Bev and I spent the 

next two days wandering around downtown San Francisco. What a beautiful 

city it was. October, we later learned, is the warmest and sunniest month of 
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the year and the city was putting on its best. We spent most of our money on 

trolley rides, though the fares were very low. We had to get back to the 

Oxford for all our meals and charge them to our bill but we saw many of the 

sights of San Francisco in those three days before my travel money came in. 

When I finally got my travel money and could pay the hotel with a 

little left over we decided to look for a room in a home or rooming house. 

We did just that and had a real bit of luck in a very crowded city.   

 Meantime, I reported to Fort Mason every morning before nine 

o’clock. Each day the Sergeant checked my name off his list and told me to 

come back tomorrow, same time. 

 Beverly and I now could enjoy San Francisco, eating out, trying new 

foods, and visiting the zoo, Chinatown, Golden Gate Park, and the theaters. 

That lasted for about five days, five exciting and memorable days until one 

day the Sergeant at Fort Mason told me to go for my shipping physical 

exam, and to the equipment warehouse for my field equipment and weapons. 

I thought that meant that I would be going overseas within two days but he 

disabused me of that idea when he told me to report at 0900 the next 

morning with full equipment prepared to sail.  He gave me an equipment list 

and I acquired a load of equipment including a 1903 rifle and enough 

ammunition to fill my belt. 

 I passed the physical exam although I do not remember much about it. 

Then I went home and told Bev. She took it very well, of course.  She was 

and is a soldier’s wife and a soldier herself. 

            The next morning came too soon. Beverly watched me pack but with 

tears brimming ready to match mine. We kissed goodbye and I loaded up all 

my stuff and carried it down the stairs and out the door. I left her with 

enough money to get back to her home in Wisconsin with her family. 
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I walked down the street to the trolley stop in my Class A uniform 

with all my gear and everything else I owned but without that which I 

wanted most, my wife. My bed roll had been turned in so all I carried was a 

Val-A-Pac in addition to the equipment which I would now be required to 

have with me at all times.  

That equipment included my steel helmet, a relic of WWI.  Everybody 

has seen pictures of soldiers jumping out of the muddy trenches in 1918 

wearing that helmet. The next item, my weapon, was another holdover from 

WWI, a 1903 rifle.  I never did find out how old the gas mask hanging from 

my right shoulder to my left hip was but it projected nearly a foot from my 

left hip. My belt was a model made for ammunition for the .03 rifle and held 

50 rounds of ammunition in 5 round clips. My canteen of water hung on a 

hook near the right rear clip of ammunition and on my right hip I wore the 

.45 automatic my father carried through WWI. An aid packet hung off the 

left front of my pack with a bandage and a packet of some new stuff called 

Sulfa that I am supposed to put on my wound if or when I get one. In all my 

25 years of service I only once had to use it  

 Burdened with all my battle gear I felt strange walking to the trolley 

stop and waiting there for a streetcar. Nobody stopped me, and I believe no 

one even said anything during the hours it seemed to take before I finally got 

off at Fort Mason. 

 I decided no one talks on the trolleys in San Francisco.  I wondered 

why? I decided I would find out when I got back in a few weeks. 
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SHIPPING OUT 

 

 I checked in at Fort Mason and was directed to a large office where I 

found a few other Second Lieutenants already there. We chatted for a while 

until a Navy Officer came in accompanied by a Chief Petty Officer.  He 

introduced himself and the CPO and told us we had been selected for a 

special operation because we were familiar with machine guns. 

 In short, we were to man two 20mm machine guns newly mounted on 

our ship which was a small freighter of European registry that could not sail 

into the Pacific without defense.  The Navy had no gunners available so it 

had been decided that we would man the guns, one man on each gun 24/7 

the first time I had heard that term. 

 The Navy Officer began, “The Chief Petty Officer will explain the 

Orlicken to you. It is not too different from the .50 caliber machine gun. As 

soon as he finishes we will leave and the twenty of you will be shown your 

quarters and your tours of duty will begin as soon as the ship clears the 

Golden Gate Bridge.” 

 The Petty Officer took the stand. "Gentlemen, if you will follow me 

we will go directly to the ship." So down between the buildings to the docks 

we went. 

 The ship looked, as we approached the pier, like a boat. Our dreams of 

a Pacific tour went down the tubes. However, upon boarding it we saw a 

clean ship, really clean. She had the Danish flag flying on the fantail, and we 

saw gun barrels poking up from obviously new gun tubs on each side of the 

bridge. 

 The Chief gathered us in the Port gun tub and proceeded to give us an 
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education on machine guns which I will not bother you with other than to 

say it took almost two hours while the crew waited, eager to cast off.   

 Finally he left after wishing us a happy voyage to Honolulu and 

introducing the Second Officer of the ship as a man who knew a little 

English. The Second Officer looked around and said, "Welcome. Who is 

Senior?" The only First Lieutenant in the group acknowledged he was in 

charge.  

We were led down a staircase into what turned out to be the central 

hold of the ship. There we found a row of twenty folding cots neatly made 

up. The Second Officer pointed out several large boxes which contained 

ammunition for the guns, then told our commander to have us bring our 

luggage down here so the ship’s deck would be clear enough to cast off. 

With that he left. 

 We all went up on the main deck, got our stuff and took it down, then 

climbed back up to the main deck again with our arms loaded with 20mm 

ammunition to go to work and be ready to stand watch by the time we sailed 

under the bridge. 

 I'll not bore you with the arguments we had reference shifts and 

positions but we ended up with four-hour shifts on, then eight hours off then 

another four-hour shift.  That became our routine starting when we looked 

up at the bottom of the Golden Gate Bridge.  

I thought, “Could that be water dripping onto my face from the 

bridge?”  Surely it wasn’t tears from thinking of having left my Beverly. I'll 

be back soon I vowed, just as soon as we kick the stuffing out of those 

damned Japs, three or four months maybe.  Those three or four months 

turned into three years and six months before I saw her again. 

With the gun crews set up and working, I was off duty until 2000, a 
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good four hours away, so I went down to my bunk, got all my stuff under it, 

and lay down until supper time.  We ate in the Officers Mess which turned 

out to be in the Officers Lounge with a large table taking much of the space.  

The mess was good.  I do not remember much about the food except to say it 

was very, very good, and very sweet, with sugar on everything, but good. 

 Back up to the gun tub, not my job for another two hours but I sat 

down and chatted with my buddies who were on duty.  None of use knew 

any of the others. 

 2000 hours came along with two guys who were my partners on the 

Port Gun until 2400.  So we watched the sky, tracking the planes that flew 

by on the way to exotic islands while we sloshed along below.  It was not a 

slow slosh. This little freighter was a fast ship. Later, talking with the 

Second Officer I learned it was a very fast ship, designed to outrun 

submarines and enemy small ships. We expected to be in Honolulu in less 

than a week. 

 There really is not much more I remember about that trip.  We did 

have some good times shooting those old .03 rifles at floating cans or other 

things thrown overboard.  I think all of us had shot our whole belt of 50 

rounds by the time we entered the harbor at Honolulu. We did not fire the 

20mm guns mainly to avoid the task of cleaning them. The briefer had 

warned us that they were an awful job to clean up after firing. We spent 

most of the hours not on watch in our berth area playing cards or napping. 
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HAWAII 
 

Finally, the day came.  One of the gun crew woke me up at daybreak. 

“We’re here. I can see Diamond Head. Come on. Get up, George. We’re 

there.”  I climbed up to the gun tub and saw the mountain in the distance. 

 The crew tied us up on a big pier apparently in downtown Honolulu 

and we were instructed to get off, so we did. It turned out nobody knew 

about us so we sat on our bags on the pier while the First Lieutenant made 

phone calls. Eventually a 2 1/2 ton truck came, picked us up and hauled us to 

the old 24th Infantry quadrangle in Schofield Barracks some miles inland 

from town.  There a very officious First Lieutenant informed us that we were 

to be quarantined for two weeks before we could have any contact outside of 

our group. This was a law of the islands. Hawaii was not one of the United 

States, but rather an independent territory. Not wanting infectious diseases 

(small pox, diphtheria, etc.) brought in that would be harmful to the native 

population, a quarantine was required of each person entering the territory. 

This ensured that each individual was healthy and free of disease before he 

was allowed contact with native Hawaiians. 

We were further told that if any one of us left the barracks without 

permission from him in writing he would be tried by Court Martial. There 

was a coin phone down near the door which we could use, mess would be in 

the mess hall, but we would only go when directed by one of his Sergeants 

each of whom wore a special band around his shirt sleeve for identification. 

No one without that band had any authority over us and if someone wished 

to give one or all of us an order he was to be referred to the Lieutenant.   

 That went over like !@#$%^&*! This whole setup was the most 

weird I had ever heard of, and not only me. Were we, or were we not 
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officers in the United States army, sent here to protect these people from 

attack? 

 We were taken to an upstairs room with one hundred and fifty cots in 

it, each cot with a rack over it for mosquito netting, but no netting. There 

were no windows, only large openings that had once been covered with 

screens. That night was miserable. The minute the sun went down the 

mosquitoes came out, and came out hungry. A couple of us went down to 

the Headquarters Office where a Sergeant was on duty. He had no keys to 

the supply room beside which he could not issue mosquito bars without 

approval of the Lieutenant Commanding the Quarantine Unit. He refused to 

do it for us and also refused to tell us how to get hold of that Lieutenant. 

 Our last chance was the coin phone at the door. Two large initials 

were mixed in with many other names and numbers scribbled on the walls of 

the booth. We wondered if the initials “IG” could stand for the office of the 

Inspector General and decided to try it. Sure enough that’s what the number 

was. We described our plight and although we didn't get any mosquito bars 

that night you can bet we got them the next morning. The Lieutenant 

Commanding got a good chewing out and was ordered to make some 

changes in his operations before the next IG inspection in five days.      

 You can also bet that other changes were made. The PX set up a small 

office in the quad, to be opened one evening every other day. Another new 

feature, we were taken on a bus trip, just the twenty of us, all around the 

island but not where we would contact other people. The food in the mess 

improved in quantity and quality. Library books were made available. There 

probably were other things too but you get the idea.  None of these luxuries 

had existed before our phone call to the Inspector General, at least that was 

what the men who were ten days ahead of us in their quarantine told us. 
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The rest of the two-week quarantine passed with no problems, or any 

excitement and lo and behold one day the Lieutenant in Command came up 

to our room and announced we would be free to report to our units in the 

morning.  I told him the unit I was supposed to report to. He kind of sighed 

and told me he would furnish transport to the docks the inter-island boats 

used.   

 The others of our group of twenty were going to other places in the 

islands.  We all shook hands and went our ways.  
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KAUAI 

 

Sure enough, the Lieutenant had a jeep for me at 0730 the next day 

and I was on the dock by 0800 and shortly after that on the deck of a really 

small boat headed for the island of Kauai.  We docked at Lihue on the south 

east side of the island and a jeep was waiting to take me to my new 

assignment.  

 The road was surprisingly good. The driver called it the Belt 

Highway, said it went all around the island. The twenty or so miles to my 

new home was quickly covered.  At the village of Hanapepe, a lovely small 

village, we turned toward the water, running out on a point of land for about 

a half-mile and ending at a building with peeling white paint on the edge of 

what appeared to be an abandoned airport.    

 The jeep stopped, the door of the shack opened and a Captain stepped 

out onto a sort of porch. I got out of the jeep, came to attention, saluted "Sir. 

Lieutenant Isenberg reporting for duty."   

He returned my salute. "Good to have you Isenberg.  Here, I'll show 

you where to put your gear. Come on."  With that he started towards a larger 

building so I hoisted my bags and tagged after him.   

 "This is the Officers Quarters. We are still one Lieutenant short of full 

strength in Commissioned Officers. Most of the men are at coast defense 

with heavy machine guns in pillboxes, one gun crew of five men in each. 

We cover about ten miles of coastline. The Weapons Platoon is down there 

in the barracks."   

 Officers were billeted in what had been the offices of the airport we 

occupied. The Captain led me down the hall to a room larger than those we 
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had passed and pointed to a cot with a mattress on it, one of four in the 

room, and indicated it was mine. 

“Make yourself at home. Did you get any lunch?"  

 When I shook my head he told me to go down to the mess hall and 

tell the cooks to find something, gave me a few more words on the unit and 

left.  

 I stood there for a few minutes then thought I would take a look 

around and went outside. I headed out towards the point at the end of the 

land. When I did so a voice called out and I stopped and turned to look at the 

caller. A Master Sergeant approached. 

“Lieutenant! Sir. I think the Captain didn’t warn you that the area 

from here to the point is off limits. It is used for bombing practice by the Air 

Force. Those big panels are targets,” he said, pointing at a couple of tall 

panels about four hundred yards out. 

 I thanked him and returned to my quarters to unpack my gear for what 

I hoped would be the last time. I fell asleep on the cot in the sunshine and 

woke up an hour later with some chatter going on around me. Sitting up I 

found three Lieutenants sitting on their cots gabbing about their days work. 

After introducing myself we discussed the unit a little but mostly talked 

about the men in the outposts along the coast and the complaints of the 

pineapple farmers about our men eating their pineapples.  

All our talk stopped with a call from the small room that was our mess 

hall. Supper was here and hot, so we made tracks for it. I hit the sack early 

after I ran off a short letter to Beverly. Tomorrow I would learn my new 

assignment. 

The next morning one of the other Lieutenants took me around all of 

the positions the Company is guarding and briefed me on the routes of the 
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horseback trails used for night inspections. Now that was a surprise!  I had 

no idea we were Cavalry. In fact the company had a couple of horses down 

by the barracks, along with saddles and gear for night inspections. Then 

came an even bigger surprise. I was to make the inspections, and make them 

often.  I did not care for that last phrase. Didn’t these guys know I was an 

infantry officer, not cavalry?  

Using a jeep we looked into all seventeen positions. Each had a 

concrete pillbox containing a heavy machine-gun. Everything seemed to be 

adequate, although we did not stop to look at the condition of the weapons 

nor did we question the crews about anything. It appeared to me a very 

informal visit rather than an inspection.  

The CO called me in to his office that afternoon to explain my new 

assignment. I was to take over the mission of making night inspections of 

the beach defenses three times a week in addition to my routine duties 

training the Weapons Platoon on Light Machine Guns and 60mm Mortars 

during the days. 

 The company had seventeen machine gun positions in those fifteen 

miles along the beach, rather a thin defense. One or more of the Company 

officers were required to inspect this line of positions every day and three 

times a week at night using a horse as transportation.   

 Fortunately I was able to do the route in daylight a couple of times 

and my first few times at night were lighted by a moon so I did not suffer the 

embarrassment of getting lost as one of my predecessors had done.  

Nonetheless a night of riding after a day of training followed by another day 

of training really made for sound sleeping the next night.   

 On moonlit nights it was almost pleasurable riding along the edges of 

cane fields and pineapple fields standing quietly on windless nights. I rode 
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along cliffs with steep drops to the water and along beaches where the waves 

sometimes crashed high enough to throw spray well inland. At other times 

the sea was calm and the waves slid gently up the sand and quietly receded.  

On those nights I usually finished my inspections and returned to the 

Company Headquarters by about three or four a.m., but cloudy or moonless 

nights were much slower so it was often sunup before I finished. 

 On a dark night the cane would rattle at the least breeze and the 

mongoose would start up almost under the horse. The spooky noises in the 

cane and the horse shying at nothing I could see or hear really gave me fits 

the first few times. There were a large number of Japanese laborers on the 

island, who had yet to prove they were loyal US citizens. More than once I 

figured my time had come.   

The job was to keep the guards alert and that I did even though there 

was little chance of insuring they were awake before I approached. The 

routine was for me to stop at the gate and “HELLO” the guard who was to 

challenge me.  The gate in the protective wire was twenty-five yards from 

the bunker. This was the supposed distance an attacker could throw a hand 

grenade, but there was really no way for me to know if the guard was awake 

except for the time it took for him to answer my call and the sound of his 

voice when he did so. Thankfully, the Japs never tried to attack us.              
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COMMUNICATIONS 

 

Communications in 1942 were antique, even primitive, by today’s 

standards. The company had a radio which was supposed to provide contact 

with Battalion Headquarters, but could not do so because of the distance 

involved. We had telephones that worked only some of the time. And we 

had pigeons. Yes, I said pigeons, little birds provided for emergency 

communications. They were kept in the Company Orderly Room, fed and 

maintained by the Company Headquarters men, and released four at a time 

when ordered to do so.  Each of the four birds when released was supposed 

to go to a different higher headquarters carrying a message in the little 

capsule on its leg.  Prepared messages were kept in the Orderly room in case 

of Jap attack.  All we had to do was enter the exact location of the attack on 

the little message form, stuff it into the little capsule, attach the capsule to 

the pigeon and turn it loose. The theory was that the pigeon would head 

straight for its intended destination. Sometimes they did and sometimes they 

disappeared into limbo, eventually to be replaced by another bird.   

 What caused me to recall this?  I received an email the other day from 

my son, Kenneth. He told me he is working on development of the use of 

email at all levels of command down to the squad leader on the battlefield.  

He expects it to be in the field by the year 2000. That’s a long way from the 

days of the pigeon. 

 Although the job was not rigorous or dangerous it was not my idea of 

how I wanted to fight a war. The other officers thought I was crazy to want 

to leave the safe haven of Kauai but I wanted to see action with an infantry 

outfit. 

The Army was still in expansion, trying to get large enough to fight a 
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two front war. Directives were raining down requiring commanders to 

publish various requests for volunteers for numerous types of assignments, 

some of them really odd. I volunteered for anything that came along. One of 

them was Cub pilot training, another for a year on Christmas Island. 

It took a couple of months but finally one day instructions came down 

that I was leaving the regiment and my orders would arrive the next day. The 

next day I was ordered to report aboard LST 54 now docked at Pearl Harbor. 

That evening I was on the inter-island boat for Honolulu. The boat was small 

and swells were high but anything taking me away from that dead-end unit 

was heaven to me. 
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LST 54 

 

 

      Arriving in Honolulu I wasted no time getting a ride to Pearl Harbor 

where I found a ride to my ship. 

   During the ride I looked at the sights of a large busy Naval Base until 

my driver pulled up saying, “Here we are. That building is the Officers 

Club,” pointing to his left, “and that ship hiding behind the freighter is your 

LST,” pointing to his right. “I believe the catwalk amidships the freighter 

goes over its deck to the catwalk to the LST.” 

 "Thanks again.” I was on my way to the ships. 

 As I made my way across the freighter deck I looked ahead at my 

temporary home, its battle colors of dull gray without embellishment of any 

sort except for the large numbers 54 on the bow. The cabin, office, 

headquarters, command post, or whatever you call it seemed to me to be too 

far towards the rear. A very large boat filled the forward space of the deck.  

From my angle of sight I could not see the deck of that boat but several very 

large rolls of thick cable rose above its gunnels leading me to believe it had 

no upper deck as such. A couple of gun tubs on top of the Deck House and 

two more near the stern completed my view. I crossed the catwalk which 

consisted of a plank not more than ten inches wide with two pieces of pipe 

fastened to one side loosely supporting a rope. Landlubber that I was that 

appeared to be a poor way to board a ship but it was the only way. I made 

the trip without incident other than to notice that the water a dozen feet 

below appeared to be mostly oil. I learned later there was over ten inches of 

oil on top of the water in the entire bay, and it was still seeping out of the 

ships on the bottom. 
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 Reaching the ship I stepped off the plank onto solid deck facing a 

sailor who was doing his best to conceal his laughter at my approach.   

 He choked down his laugh, saluted and said, “Welcome aboard, sir. 

The Exec requests you report to him in the Officers Lounge.  It’s that way.”  

Returning his salute I headed through a narrow doorway into a 

corridor which led aft with several doors on each side. One of the doors was 

open so I headed that way and there I was in the Lounge facing four Naval 

Officers sitting at a metal table with coffee mugs in hand. Introductions were 

exchanged and the most senior of the four invited me to sit down while he 

briefed me.  

  “Lieutenant, here is the deal while you are on board.  There must be 

no smoking on this ship except in this Lounge. There will be about thirty of 

you Army Officers en route to the Americal Division. We may reach it on 

Guadalcanal or Fiji. We’ll find that out when we approach that part of the 

world. The Army Officers will live in the starboard troop compartment. You 

are the ninth Army Officer to report aboard.  The tank deck is loaded with 

trucks and is off limits. On the weather deck you have seen a Tank Landing 

Craft.  It too is off limits. We eat three meals a day here in harbor. At sea, 

probably two.  Any questions?” 

 “Sir, the only one I can think of right now is how do you get that big 

landing craft off your ship?” That brought a round of laughs and one of the 

other Lieutenants spoke up demanding “Another five bucks, Jake.” from 

another Officer. It turned out there was a bet among them as to what the first 

question would be. 

 The one giving the briefing explained “It's simple. We just blow the 

ballast tanks on the Starboard and fill them on Port side. One more thing, 

until we get instructions to move to the fuel docks you Officers will be free 
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to come and go during the day with only this limit, all of you must be aboard 

and ready to sail at 0900 every day.  Are there any questions?” 

 I said, “No, sir.” 

 “OK. Sit down. Have a cuppa and absorb all of that.  No doubt there 

will be more requirements laid on you officers before we are separated but 

you have it all for now.” 

 That suited me for the moment. While drinking my coffee another 

Army Lieutenant came into the lounge.  He was an earlier arrival and the 

Exec asked him to show me to our berthing area when I finished my coffee. 

I was soon ready and we left the lounge and went down the alley.  

 He explained that the quarters assigned us were those for the tank 

crews when the ship was making a landing loaded with tanks.  He also 

explained our situation as passengers.  We could go ashore at any time so 

long as we met the 0900 aboard ship rule. If an Officer was late and the ship 

was ordered to the fuel dock he was AWOL with no recourse since he could 

not board at the fuel dock and the ship would sail without him as soon as it 

left the fuel dock. 

 Our bunk area was a narrow corridor just below the main deck only 

wide enough for a row of bunks three high on each side and barely room for 

two persons to pass each other.  The lowest berth in each column was almost 

on the deck, maybe six inches above the steel. The bunks were barely six 

feet long. I threw my pack on a bottom bunk and my cap on the one above it. 

This was going to be a rough trip. 

 By the time I got settled in it was too late to go downtown that day, 

but the next day we had not been ordered to move to the fueling dock so 

some of us headed for the bright lights of Honolulu and Waikiki Beach. As 

the days went on we tested all the hot spots in town, of which there really 
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were not many. It was beginning to bore most of us, only the heavy drinkers 

were still at it.  

One morning at eight-thirty some of them came staggering across the 

planks from the dock. Those of us who had stayed aboard were on deck to 

watch them come across. Several of them barely missed falling into the bay 

and finally one did. Someone threw him a life ring which he, blind as a bat, 

somehow managed to get hold of. He was hauled aboard but he was not in 

good shape.  His khakis were solid black, dripping with bunker oil. His eyes, 

ears, nose and mouth were full of the awful stuff and his next stop was the 

emergency room of the base hospital.  That was the last we saw of him.  The 

deck hands were not too pleased to have to clean up the sticky mess of 

bunker oil on the deck.     

 The food aboard was not bad. Most of us had taken to staying on the 

ship waiting for departure partly because we were broke and partly from 

boredom ashore without money. We wandered about the ship, got briefed by 

the Engine Room Chief on the enormous diesel engine and the very large 

pumps which pumped water into and out of the tanks on both sides of the 

ship in order to enable the Landing Craft on deck to slide off into the water. I 

never saw this accomplished but men who did see it later mostly said things 

like, “Sheeit, I didn't think it possible but it made the drop, sent up an 

enormous wall of water, flopped around a little and settled down right side 

up.”  

The big day finally came. All personnel were ordered to stay aboard; 

we were going to the fuel dock. Smoking lamp was out throughout the ship. 

Army types were restricted to their quarters until fueling was completed. We 

saw nothing of the fueling operation but heard lots of personnel running 

about and orders issued over the squawk box. When it felt as though we 
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were moving and the squawk box released us from the hold most of us ran 

up on deck to see what was going on.  

Pearl Harbor was an awe-inspiring sight. If the Japs could see it now 

they would surrender without a whimper. The place was jammed with ships 

all coming and going, us included. We were headed for the exit from Pearl 

Harbor -- or was it the entrance to the Pacific Ocean?  In any event, we were 

on our way to the place where the war was being fought. 

  As we cleared Pearl Harbor another LST joined us and accompanied 

us until we reached Fiji. It was carrying two Admiral’s barges. What a sight, 

a stack of three ships. 

An LST is not a speedboat. Our maximum speed was twelve knots, 

about thirteen miles per hour. The days went slowly as we headed 

southwest. We discovered in addition to having so little speed that the 

engine had to be stopped to work on it. I do not recall just what the job was 

but it had to be done with the engine off and the ship wallowed for an hour 

or so every couple of days, testing those of us with weak stomachs.  

 We learned that it would take two or maybe three weeks to make our 

next landfall which would be Suva, Fiji assuming some Jap sub didn't 

stumble upon us and sink us before we get there.  You can bet that made us 

all very happy, so much so that we arranged to take turns looking for the 

wake of a periscope. No one saw a periscope but there were several 

mistaken alerts before we landlubbers learned how to detect something 

unusual in the water. After the first few days things settled down and the rest 

of the trip bored the heck out of us.   
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THE AMERICAL DIVISION 

         

 When the US was attacked by and declared war against Japan in 

December 1941 our military was not prepared for battle. Most of the 

National Guard units and other reserves had been activated and were in 

training, but few were ready for a fight. Only the Marines had troops 

prepared for immediate combat. 

 The Japanese were rapidly sweeping up the islands around northern 

and eastern Australia. The US considered that big continent very important 

so when Japan occupied the Solomon Island group including Guadalcanal 

the US Marines were hurried to that island to prevent the Japs from moving 

further south. The US also wanted to prevent the Japs from going around the 

Solomons to take another group of islands just east of Australia. This group, 

the New Caledonia Islands, was a French colony but France was having its 

own troubles with the German Wehrmacht in Europe so if the US wanted to 

protect Australia, it had to do it alone. 

 Infantry Divisions were made up of four infantry regiments when the 

National Guard units were activated in 1939 and 1940. However, the active 

army reorganized into units with just three regiments per division and the 

National Guard was required to do the same. This left a number of National 

Guard regiments "homeless" so to speak, unassigned to a higher command. 

  Three of these “homeless” regiments were rushed to the west coast of 

the US and loaded on any ships available that would stay afloat. The 132nd 

National Guard regiment from Illinois, the 139th National Guard regiment 

from Massachusetts and the 164th National Guard regiment from North 

Dakota were sent to Australia in late December, 1941.  
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 The 164th Infantry Regiment was made up entirely of men from North 

Dakota. It was called to active duty in 1940 and sent to Camp Claibourne in 

Louisiana for training. They were called the “Farm Boys” because most of 

them came from farms in North Dakota.  

By March, 1942 a convoy of naval vessels and troop transports 

carrying the still “homeless” units from Australia arrived in New Caledonia 

to set up beach defenses. They were in a race to beat the Imperial Japanese 

Army to this strategically located island because the U.S. feared the 

Japanese would invade New Caledonia and sever the lines of 

communication between Australia and the United States. 

It was here that the three “homeless” regiments found a home. The 

Americal Division was formed and the 164th Infantry Regiment became a 

part of it. This division is the only division in the United States Army that 

was given a name instead of a number. The name signified its origins, The 

American Division formed on New Caledonia. The insignia chosen for its 

shoulder patch was a shield with a bright blue field and four stars that 

represented the Southern Cross, a constellation unseen by people living in 

the northern hemisphere.  

As an interesting sidelight, the name confused newspaper and 

magazine and radio reporters for several months. Most of their news items 

came to them "over the wire" as information typed and sent via telegraph. 

Reading the word "Americal" the reporters believed the sender had 

committed a typographical error and intended to write "American." My wife 

Beverly lived in San Francisco at that time and tired of hearing about an 

"American" division when she knew it was the Americal division in combat. 

She wrote and phoned the media advising them of their error and San 

Francisco began to "get it right" long before the media in other cities. 
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 At this same time the US marines were in a ferocious battle against 

the Japs on Guadalcanal and in serious danger of being overrun by the fresh 

troops the Japs were able to bring onto the island at beaches beyond the 

reach of the Marines. The Marines called for more troops but the only troops 

available were those National Guard units on New Caledonia. Since it 

appeared the Japs would not be able to attack New Caledonia while the 

Marines held them down in the frantic battle for Guadalcanal the three 

regiments were sent from New Caledonia as reinforcements. They went by 

little inter-island freighters, the only ships available. Men were jammed 

together on these boats without bunks of any sort and little or no food other 

than "C" rations. Fortunately, the trip was a short one, about 200 kilometers 

or 150 miles. Each National Guard Regiment was attached to a separate 

Marine Division and fought alongside them throughout the battle for 

Guadalcanal, getting their rations, ammunition and other supplies from the 

Marines. 

     On October 13, 1942 the 164 landed on Guadalcanal to reinforce the 

battered 1st Marine Division. The 1st Marines had taken control of Henderson 

Field airstrip and the Japanese were throwing everything they had at the 

Marines in a major effort to re-take the strip.  

     Two Japanese battleships (about the size of the USS Missouri) shelled 

the infantry and marines on Guadalcanal continuously. A navy historian 

labeled the shelling on October 25 as the heaviest and most concentrated 

naval bombardment any American troops received in the 200-year history of 

United States wars. 

    The battleships carried floatplanes that dropped flares over the target 

area to help the battleships zero in on the very small land area held by the 

marines and the 164. There was hardly a half-mile distance between the 
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beach and Henderson Field. Records after the war showed the two 

battleships fired 918 fourteen-inch shells that night. A fourteen-inch shell 

weighs 2200 pounds.  

    The battle for Henderson field and the later battles for key points on 

the island kept the 164 in the middle of fierce fighting from October 1942 to 

March, 1943 when they were shipped to Suva, Fiji to regroup and acquire 

replacement troops and undergo advanced training in jungle warfare. 

 There were many problems associated with forming up a new division 

overseas. The infantry regiments and other combat units needed a 

Quartermaster Unit to feed and clothe it and an Ordnance Unit to provide 

arms and ammunition, a Headquarters Unit to run things, and so on. It took 

time but the Americal Division emerged as a fine fighting force that saw 

action throughout the South Pacific, the Philippine Islands, and was prepared 

to do battle on the Japanese homeland. 
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FIJI 

 

 In March of 1943 with the campaign on Guadalcanal winding down 

the Americal Division was withdrawn to Viti Levu, the largest and most 

important of the Fiji Islands. The 2nd Battalion of the 164 was stationed at 

Camp Samambula near the capital city of Suva for much needed rest and 

recuperation after the grueling combat of Guadalcanal.   

General McArthur surmised that Fiji was the next target of the Japs if 

they could come up with enough men and material to continue their effort to 

encircle Australia. The 164 was assigned to the defense of Suva and training 

in jungle warfare began.  

When I joined the 164 on Fiji Island as a replacement officer in May, 

1943 two General Hospitals, the largest mobile hospitals in the army, had 

been sent to Fiji from the states. Their main mission was medical care of the 

wounded troops who were evacuated from the battle zones. A secondary 

mission was to evaluate the various drugs being developed in the U.S. to 

suppress the outbreaks of malaria. The Japs occupied the islands where 

almost the entire world’s supply of quinine was grown. There were several 

new synthetic drugs under consideration. Atabrine was selected as the most 

effective.   

 Nearly every man in the regiment had acquired malaria on 

Guadalcanal, which made us the ideal test group. We were assigned by the 

medics to take Drug A, one tablet at noon meal.  We did that for a couple of 

weeks and the medics counted the number of men who got chills and fever. 

Then the dosage was changed and we went through the same process again 

and again. The medics also watched for side effects. The chief side effect 

with Atabrine was that the whites of a person’s eyes gradually turned 
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yellow, eventually becoming a bright yellow.    

  At the same time we were training and preparing for our next 

mission. My command, at the time was a platoon of anti-tank guns, manned 

by twenty-five men armed with four field guns firing 37 mm armor piercing, 

high explosive and canister ammunition.  

 Training intensified as time went on.  I was chosen to attend a camp 

where the Fiji Guerrilla Battalions were trained and told to bring full field 

equipment and plenty of ammunition. The camp was west of Suva about two 

hours jeep drive.   

.   Our guide was a Sergeant in the New Zealand Army. It was a beautiful 

drive close to the beach most of the time, but sometimes inland for a mile or 

so. The Fijians we met along the road all had a wave and a smile for us, and 

usually a shout which sounded like Bula Banaka which is a greeting like, 

"How you doing?" or "Howdy, man. What’s up?” 

 After about fifty miles we turned inland on a small road for half a mile 

and there we were. The camp had no buildings. The Commanding Officer, a 

Lieutenant Colonel, and all the officers and NCOs were from the New 

Zealand Army. They were most excellent soldiers. 

 The Colonel told us he intended us to observe and learn the identical 

course of instruction provided the Fiji Guerrillas, condensed from six 

months to the two weeks we would be there.  Therefore we could expect to 

be at it early and late, day and night.  He was correct. 

 We worked hard, as he said, day and night. The second week we spent 

five days in the Fijian jungle, having left camp with nothing but our rifles, 

ammunition, aid pack, machetes, and canteens. We made cooking utensils 

from segments of bamboo.  We had salads made from heart of palm. We 

shot and roasted pigs. We made tea from roots of bushes. In other words, we 
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learned to live in the jungles of Fiji with no outside support. The Fijian 

jungle is probably the best in the world for that sort of thing. It was never as 

easy to find survival foodstuffs and materials in any of the jungles I saw 

later.  

 We enjoyed our two weeks training with the New Zealanders and the 

Fijian soldiers. I think all of us would have been happy to stay longer, but 

we now had to go back to our Battalions and pass on our new knowledge to 

our men. 

 Suva was an interesting city in March of 1943, the high point of 

British colonialism. The native Fijians were not city folks so the city 

population was made up mainly with the British who administered the 

government plus retired government employees, shopkeepers, cane growers, 

etc. There was also a sizeable number of Indians who had been imported 

from India in the 1800’s to work in the sugar plantations. Fijians saw little 

sense in working in the cane fields when nature provided for their needs with 

very little labor. Do not misunderstand. The Fijians were not lazy people. 

They worked long and hard when the need arose. 

 Physically, the Fijians are very large people, the largest of the Pacific 

Islanders and black skinned, so black as to be almost blue. They had a strong 

tribal society and the men displayed their level of social status by the height 

at which they wore their hair. They curled and stiffened their hair and it was 

not unusual to see a tribal Prince with hair extending a foot or more above 

his head. The Fijians are six to six and a half feet tall and proportionately 

well built. I never saw a fat Fijian nor a bald one. Both men and women 

were very well built and all seemed to be in excellent condition. 

 The Fijian Police Force was highly respected by all. The senior 

members were British. Intermediate levels were filled by Fijians. The lower 
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ranks were Fijians and a sprinkling of Indians.  It was rumored that since the 

Indians almost outnumbered the Fijians they would soon demand the vote 

and increased power in the police.  However, in 1943 few of them were in 

evidence. 

 Many of the policemen were princes of the various tribes.  The 

position was a powerful one. Out in the countryside there were few of them 

and their word was the law. Their uniform was spectacular; a short blue 

jacket with sleeves ending about one third of the way between shoulder and 

elbow. A bright white skirt with scallops at the bottom about four inches 

long edged in blue reached the knees. White gloves which nearly reached the 

elbow [on traffic duty], a brilliant polished bandoleer of ammunition from 

the left shoulder to the right waist, and an Enfield rifle completed the 

costume.  

When I was there the traffic at the intersection of the main downtown 

streets of Suva was directed, not by traffic lights, but by a policeman 

standing on a pedestal three feet high. This was considered very desirable 

duty since everyone in Suva could see him and admire his actions. His 

movements in directing the auto and foot traffic were so stately, so like a 

ballet, that almost any time of the day there were people standing on the 

corners all around him watching him perform his duties. 

 The city had many attractions, a number of movie theaters, bars, and 

dance halls like any capital city. Sooner of later it became necessary to 

declare some of the attractions "Off Limits" but every now and then soldiers 

got into trouble. The police, in those cases, did not determine who was at 

fault or who to arrest. They put all sides in jail for the judge to sort out. 

When soldiers from the 164 were jailed one of the Lieutenants was detailed 

to go into town to try to get them out. Unless the crime was very serious we 
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usually succeeded, but if the soldier was accused of something momentous 

he might have to stay in jail to face a civilian judge.   

 The first time I caught the job, I walked with one of those big Fijian 

cops to the cells to find our men. The cells were in a building more or less 

30 feet wide by 100 feet long partitioned into  cells each more or less 9 feet 

wide and 30 feet long. It amounted to a big concrete box with a drainage 

trench running down the center of the long side, a barred vent in the iron 

door, another barred vent high on the far wall, and nothing else. I learned 

that every hour or so, day and night, a guard opened the door, ordered 

everyone in the cell against the right wall while another guard hosed out the 

left wall and floor, then moved everyone to the left wall so the right side 

could be hosed out. There were no toilet facilities. Very few of our men 

wanted a second experience in the Suva jail. 

 The British people were very friendly. Many of our men made fast 

friends there, visited their homes, helped in their gardens, baby sat their kids 

and so on.  A friend and brother officer of mine married the daughter of one 

of the government administrators. He had a tough time unwinding all the 

paperwork necessary to get permission from the military command. 

 Homes were not solidly built in Suva. No need for insulation, glazed 

windows, furnaces, or air conditioners. Nearly all the houses for Europeans 

were build high off the ground to help keep down the bugs and to allow air 

circulation. Most of them had a porch under a roof all the way around and 

most roofs were relatively steep. 

 The Grand Pacific Hotel was a favorite hangout of the officers. The 

Grand Pacific was not the best hotel in Suva. It was a 19th century 

anachronism built on the edge of Suva Bay directly across Kings Road from 

"Government House." The hotel had a wide covered porch on the inland side 
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facing "Government House" and a veranda on the bay side with  a stunning 

view of the bay and the sunsets. The veranda was furnished with rattan 

chairs and tables grouped in small clusters. Indian waiters, dressed in white 

Indian style clothing stood ready to bring drinks in crystal glasses. The 

ambiance was strictly from Kipling. 

 Whenever I could get an evening off, and had a little money and could 

con the Battalion Transport Officer out of a jeep, I liked to go to the Grand 

Pacific Hotel, sit on the porch while the gentle tropical breeze rattled the 

palm fronds, have a few drinks and wallow in the decadence of it all. The 

Indian waiters treated us like Lords of the Realm, and the old Brits politely 

put up with us brash, noisy, young Yanks, This was the way to live! 

 There was a bar room inside. It was old and made of polished 

hardwood, dark, sort of what I envisioned an English Pub to be.   

The barman was a big Sikh, turban, knife and all.  He ruled the bar and 

everyone in it with polite decisiveness.   

 The dining room was large, airy and exactly what you would expect 

with dazzling white, starched tablecloths and napkins, beautiful chinaware 

and crystal.  The flatware was silver plate.  I was told that the sterling had 

been turned in to the government t be melted down to help pay for the war. 

One place setting had been retained, framed and displayed on the wall. It 

was really something to see, including twelve knives, forks and spoons, 

heavy and ornate in the Victorian style. 

 Meals were served in courses. A breakfast of bacon, eggs, toast and 

coffee was served in four courses. It took at least an hour and a half to get 

through dinner, one course at a time, served by the impeccably trained 

waiters 

 The whole experience pushed me back into the 19th Century of the 
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Colonial Far East with the Raj, and Kipling, in Royal India each time I went 

there.  

As time went on, our work preparing for the next mission began to 

take more and more of our hours. We saw less and less of Suva and much, 

much more of the training field. The little bar in the Officers Mess at Camp 

Samambula began to resound with the toast, “And our bones will bleach on 

the shores of Bougainville.” We thought it had a poetic ring since the latest 

rumor had the 164 moving to the island of Bougainville to take over from 

the Marines in the very near future. 

 The regiment sailed from Fiji and landed on Bougainville at Empress 

Augusta Bay on Christmas Day, 1943. 
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BOUGAINVILLE 

 

Bougainville is the largest of the Solomon Islands, 127 miles long and 

49 miles wide with a mountain range dividing the island lengthwise. The 

Japanese occupied Bougainville in 1942 and began to develop the harbors 

and airfields. The marines landed in November, 1943 at Empress Augusta 

Bay and were reinforced by the Americal Division a month later. 

The Japanese had as many as 60,000 soldiers to defend the island and 

they included the Japanese Sixth Division, veterans of the Rape of Nanking. 

The purpose of holding Bougainville was to defend and expand the 

airfields that had been built by the Japanese. The harbor was now safe from 

artillery attacks. US navy ships were able to supply the island and Navy 

planes could use the airfield. Rabaul, a critical seaport held by the Japanese, 

was now within striking distance of navy bombers because the bombers 

could land on Bougainville to refuel.  

Of the entire island of Bougainville, the US held only a few square 

miles. This perimeter around Empress Augusta Bay was established by the 

end of January, 1944 and at that time it was decided to dig in and hold this 

area as an air and naval base rather than pursue and destroy the scattered 

units of the Japanese army.  

The Japanese launched furious, suicide attacks in March, 1944. For 

three full weeks the Japanese tried to retake a hill overlooking the Bay and 

breach the beach perimeter defenses. They did not succeed and the remnants 

of their army fled into the jungle where they continued to harass the US 

positions until the end of the war in 1945. 
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U.S. outposts were established outside the perimeter and patrols were 

constantly active. Inland there was extremely dense jungle, rain forests, 

swamps, marshes and lagoons. The interior jungle is reputed to be the 

thickest and most impenetrable jungle in the Pacific. The annual rainfall 

exceeds a hundred inches a year and torrential rainstorms are a daily 

occurrence the year round. 
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THE JUNGLE 

 

 The Solomon Island jungles I am about to describe have some of the 

thickest growth of forest on earth. They have no seasonal growth pattern but 

grow constantly. The tropical climate results in rain measured in hundreds of 

inches per year, combined with heat. The windward side of mountains and 

ridges receives the most rain and has the thickest growth. It is not unusual to 

find an entirely different type of growth on the opposite side of a mountain 

because of the reduced amount of rain. 

 Mature jungles have huge, massive trees that tower 200 feet high, 

similar to redwood forests, but there the similarity ends. Instead of pleasant 

park-like grounds around the trees with a thin mat of needles on the ground, 

a jungle has a solid mass of smaller trees, vines and bushes under the canopy 

of the tall trees. A mat up to a foot thick of rotting vegetation covers the 

ground and the ground is either damp or soaking wet depending on how 

recently it has rained. 

 When it starts to rain it takes some time for the rain to reach the 

ground and after the rain stops the trees will drip for many hours, perhaps 

until the next rain starts, usually about the same time the next day. 

Many of the plants and vines growing on and under the trees, are 

parasitic, having no roots and drawing their moisture out of the air. Sunlight 

seldom reaches the ground. The air at the ground surface is perfectly still, 

although if a person could see the crown of a big tree it might be moving in 

the constant trade wind.  

Be assured you will be wet from perspiration, the drip and the 

humidity ten minutes after you enter the jungle and you will stay wet until 
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you get out in the open again. Your skin wrinkles as though you had spent 

the whole day in a swimming pool. 

A spare pair of boots must be worn every other day to prevent green 

mold from taking hold.  Wearing clothing that binds too tightly never 

allowing the skin to dry out causes “jungle rot” which is a fungus that 

destroys the skin leaving it open to infection.  

Before we received combat boots many of the men got jungle rot 

where the top of their leggings rubbed against their shins. The leggings, 

made of canvas with hooks on the outside and a strap under the instep, 

covered the lower half of the leg below the knee and were supposed to 

protect the legs from bites and gashes. Pants were tucked into the tops of the 

leggings. 

There is constant noise in the jungle; animals and bugs at night, birds 

and bugs in daylight. Some animals are noisy day and night. Wild pigs 

rooting can sound exactly like Japs digging in. The call of some birds can 

sound like a human calling out, others sound like a person screaming. Most 

of us learned to distinguish between noises. 

Smells abound. Everything rots quickly and odiferously, vegetation, 

bugs and animals.  

You cannot see much except the jungle growth itself. Everything has a 

green tint. 

This is the environment the 164th Infantry was plunged into in 1942. It 

was a world unknown and unimagined to most of the young men from the 

wide-open plains of North Dakota and the upper Midwest. 

It is against this background that many of my WWII stories are 

written. 
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BUGS AND OTHER VARMINTS 

 

 I hate bugs and creepy crawlers so naturally, during my service in 

WWII I ended up in the mother country of all bugs and creepies. 

 In the jungle all things plant and animal grow rapidly. Their deaths 

result in a lot of trash on the jungle floor. The bulk of it is plant life, leaves, 

vines, etc. These and the animals that die must be returned to the soil in 

order to feed the new growth.  

The whole jungle floor is a quivering mass of creatures eating and 

digesting other creatures, many of which do not distinguish between things 

living and things dead. I soon learned never to put my boots on until I had 

knocked them vigorously against something substantial to dislodge anything 

that may have taken refuge there. I did shake out one or two scorpions often 

enough to prevent me from forgetting to take that step. 

 Let me tell you about some of the bugs we met routinely: 

Centipedes: Nothing like the cute little ones we call millipedes at 

home. These often totaled 12" long, and 3/4 inch wide, with segments 1/2 

inch long. They have one pair of legs for each segment. Their bite is very 

painful. I never heard of anyone dying from a bite but it caused quite a lot of 

swelling and pain and definitely caused the loss of a bitee from the unit for a 

week or 10 days while he recovered. 

 Scorpions:  Much like the ones you find in the US but more of them 

and larger and more aggressive with a serious bite that can cause a 

temporary paralysis. 

 Spiders: Not as many as I expected. Some were poisonous we were 

told. I never knew anyone who was bitten by a spider but one got so many 

bites you never knew what caused them all. 
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 Mosquitos: Were everywhere. Certain to be there. Some were out 

during the day, others at dusk and dawn and still others at night. Anopheles 

were out all the time. These carried malaria and Dengue fevers. We had no 

quinine because the Japs controlled all the islands where quinine is produced 

and in 1942 there was as yet no substitute. It actually came to the point on 

Guadalcanal where medical thermometers were issued to the Platoon 

Leaders on the line who were ordered to send men back to the aid station 

only if their fever reached 104 degrees F.   

 We did receive Atabrine later. This did not cure malaria, but it did 

help to hold down outbreaks of chills and fever when taken regularly. It also 

caused the whites of a person’s eyes to gradually turn bright yellow so one 

look at a man told you how long he had been out in the islands. 

 Last but not least of the common bugs and varmints were the 

 Leeches:  These creatures were not water animals like I had seen in 

the US, and as you may have seen in the movie "The African Queen."  These 

lived on the jungle floor. 
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CHRISTMAS AT BOUGANVILLE, 1943 

 

At dawn on Christmas Day, 1943, the 164th Infantry Regiment, part of 

the newly created Americal Division, was preparing to land on Bougainville 

Island in the South Pacific. Our mission was to relieve the Marine unit that 

made the initial assault and established a beachhead for us. 

 At dusk on Christmas Eve the Bougainville coast was a dim line far 

off to starboard as the ship, an Attack Transport, sailed parallel to the coast 

in fairly calm seas. 

 Below decks in the troop compartments, the men were reading, 

playing cards, talking, sleeping, or just loafing.  I went down to remind the 

NCOs that quiet hours start at 20:00 hours tonight and they are to have their 

men ready to disembark at 06:00 in the morning. 

How many of the men slept, or how much they slept, I don't know. I 

do know my sleep was broken with repeated worrisome thoughts and 

uncertainties.  I knew our landing area was inside the Marine perimeter, so 

there was little possibility of enemy resistance other than that of artillery fire 

but what about my men? Has their training been effective?  Can they get 

down the cargo nets into the landing craft without mishap?  If someone falls 

into the water has he learned enough about how to shed his gear and get to 

the surface before he drowns?  Questions like that plagued my thoughts 

before I finally got to sleep. 

 Next morning, my first conscious thought was that a storm had come 

up. The ship was rolling heavily. My second thought was that we had arrived 

and anchored. The only reminder that it was Christmas Day came at about 

0400 hours when a voice came over the ship’s loudspeaker: 

“Gentlemen, we have about four hours to get this ship unloaded and 
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out of here before the Jap bombers get here from Rabaul. We wish you good 

luck and a Merry Christmas!” 

I dressed quickly and went out to the nearest weather deck. All I could 

see was water. I went to the other side of the ship and there was 

Bougainville a mile away. The late moon did not reveal any detail, just a 

black line above a white line of surf. Other officers were out now.  It was not 

light enough to smoke so we went into the Mess to catch some coffee and 

cigarettes. 

The ship came alive, winches grinding, the squawk box sounding 

orders preceded by, "Now hear this." Navy people were busy with their 

tasks. Landing craft were being dropped over the side with their crews 

aboard and I heard engines starting up and cargo nets being thrown down the 

side of the ship.   

It was time for me to check my men. Down in the troop compartment 

I caught a glimpse of my Platoon Sergeant in the crowd milling about. He 

reported all men up and ready to go on deck. Then the call came, "Now hear 

this.  First wave to your boat stations.” 

 The rifle companies were on the first wave.  Successive waves took 

the Heavy Weapons Company, Battalion Headquarters Company, and my 

Anti-Tank Platoon. 

 Boat stations, which we had practiced several times enroute, were on 

the lowest weather deck as close to the water as possible but the men were 

still required to climb fifteen or twenty feet down the cargo net to reach the 

landing craft.  

Climbing down the nets with full combat equipment was an art. We 

had practiced it many times ashore and several times aboard ship, but this 

time it was real. Most nets took five men down side by side at a time.  As 
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soon as one man disappeared over the rail the next man in line climbed onto 

the rail and started down. With the ship rolling and as many as fourteen 

other men hanging on to the net at the same time, each carrying forty to sixty 

pounds of pack on his back, his rifle trying to hook itself on the net, and the 

bayonet on his belt doing the same, I have often wondered why so few 

people are killed in this part of the landing.   

 The next problem was getting from the net to the boat.  Each man had 

to judge just how far to climb down the net to reach the best spot to drop off 

into the landing craft as it reached the top of a wave. He could only pray he 

would not get so far down the net that the boat rocked against the ship and 

crushed his feet. Worse yet, he hoped he would not let go the net and land on 

his head in the boat or in the water between the boat and the ship. On the 

other hand, if he did not climb down far enough, or misjudged the rise of the 

boat, he could end up with a long drop, and serious injury.  Senior 

Commanders figure on having a one percent casualty rate on unopposed 

landings. 

 Fortunately none of the men in my landing craft were hurt and that 

was the best Christmas gift I could have hoped for. We landed safely ashore. 

Our 37mm anti-tank guns, along with the jeeps to pull them, would come 

later.  

We celebrated Christmas on the beach sitting in foxholes that had 

been dug by the Marines we were replacing. There was no festive dinner for 

us; the cooks and their field kitchens were still aboard ship. We ate the same 

old K-rations we had eaten yesterday and the day before that and the day 

before that. There were no Christmas trees to decorate. The only trees we 

saw were a few ragged palm trees that had survived the barrage from the 

initial assault. There were no church services; the chaplains also were still on 
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the ship waiting their turn in the landing craft. We were just a group of 

sweaty, weary soldiers, glad to still be alive, but wanting so much to be 

home with our loved ones.   
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CHELSEAS AND “C” RATIONS 

 

 The 164 landed in Bougainville on Christmas Day 1943 and moved 

immediately to the front lines to relieve a platoon of marines. We marched 

about an hour and a half from the beachhead on jungle trails and corduroy 

roads through the thickest jungle I had ever seen, and was ever to see again 

in the succeeding two years of fighting in the islands. The jungle floor was 

layered with wet, rotting leaves, twigs, and dead creatures. The smell was 

horrid. There is no other word to describe the constant odor rising from the 

jungle floor other than to stay it stunk. There was little noise. No birds sang 

or chirped, and I saw no sign of animal life. 

 After a stiff climb up a very steep ridge we came to a ridge top that 

showed evidence of human life and I met the Marine Lieutenant whose 

platoon we were to relieve. He showed us our boundaries and the dugouts 

where we were to live. He pointed out five machine-guns in the dugouts 

after explaining they were in excess of his allowances and that he intended 

to leave them for our use. I thanked him and he said he would also leave a 

few Johnson rifles. These were rifles that could be switched to automatic fire 

and were issued to the Marines but not available to the Army. When my men 

were in position and the Marines were ready to leave we shook hands and he 

led his men down the ridge. 

 Our positions were on the crest of a very steep, heavily wooded ridge. 

It was almost impossible to crawl, much less walk down the slope in front of 

our positions because of the growth. The command dugout was about nine 

feet square and had a roof of palm logs a foot or more in diameter. The floor 

was simply dirt but was covered completely with a carpet of boxes that 

turned out to be cases of hand grenades, cigarettes and “C” rations.  
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After we had settled into our positions I opened a case of cigarettes. 

What's this? Instead of a familiar soft pack of cigarettes I found big cans like 

peanuts came in back home. They had paper labels stating they contained 

Chelsea cigarettes, 75 per can. I scratched the label loose and there was the 

familiar painted Planters Peanut label underneath. That was our supply of 

cigarettes for the remainder of the war. As I recall, many of us complained 

about their taste but nobody squawked about their price.   

 Next I checked ration crates. We were all familiar with these "C" 

rations. There were three cans per ration; one day of food for one man. 

These early rations had a breakfast, lunch and supper meal. There was no 

variation and nothing else was included. Later, manufactures added crackers, 

four cigarettes and jelly, and still later the main cans of meat and veggies 

came in different menus --  meat and beans, meat and stew, and meat and 

hash. But not these; the early rations were just very basic survival food.   

 I made another check of the platoon. Everything seemed to be going 

all right. The marines had told us the Japs were entrenched about fifty yards 

downhill from our line. During times when it was quiet we could hear 

muffled noises, whether animals or Japs we couldn’t tell, so I passed word 

for everyone to cover their ears and had one gunner fire a long burst down 

the hill. Sure enough, when we took our hands off our ears we heard some 

shouting down there. None of us spoke Japanese so we just yelled back at 

them, telling them what they could do with Tojo, and what he ate. “Tojo eat 

shit,” was one of our favorite insults. 

 The grenades occupied about one third of the floor space. Opening a 

couple of cases I found they were the new model, shaped the same as a small 

pineapple, but painted a dark green instead of the old yellow. That meant 

they had three-second fuses rather than the five the original ones had. The 
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original ones caused problems on Guadalcanal. The yellow paint made them 

easy to find and the five-second fuse made it possible for the Japs to throw 

them back at us before they exploded.                                         

    It was getting late in the day. I called the NCOs together to go over 

the day’s activities and prepare for the first night on Bougainville. All of the 

NCOs were veterans of Guadalcanal, so I did not expect them to be nervous 

but we had some new men and I   cautioned the NCOs to give them a little 

special attention tonight.   

 Just before dark a runner from Company Headquarters came by to 

spread the word that tomorrow we might get a hot meal from the company 

kitchen at noon if they were able to get their gear off the beach.  Meantime, 

we ate our "C" rations.   

 The night descended on us. The usual jungle night sounds began. My 

platoon Sergeant and my runner rolled out their blankets and went to sleep. I 

listened to the jungle. It was pitch black, nothing could be seen even inside 

the dugout. A couple of times a flare was fired far away on the perimeter and 

several times a burst of firing occurred some distance away. At midnight I 

woke the runner and went to sleep myself after telling him to wake the 

Platoon Sergeant at 0300 and me at 0500. If the Japs were to attack and had 

not done so before 0500 they would do it then. 

 That night, lying on the wooden boxes, I slept as though I hadn't slept 

for a week. Apparently the enemy was tired too for they made no trouble for 

us that night. 
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MOUNT BAGANA 

 

Things gradually settled down to a routine. The Japs fired up at us 

occasionally and about every third or fourth night sent a couple of men up in 

an attempt to flip grenades into our bunkers. Our firing slits were very 

narrow and did not allow room for grenades to come through. We fired at 

them and tried to flip grenades down at them and I think we had better luck 

than they did because they were below us. 

 About two weeks after we took over the line the world almost came to 

an end in the middle of the night. The ground heaved and a great series of 

jolts shook us awake. Men started yelling and firing their weapons. We 

heard great crashing sounds as trees fell around us. It sounded like incoming 

artillery rounds. There were seconds of bedlam until things quieted down 

enough to be heard and a check for casualties began. It turned out there were 

no serious injuries although we had to dig out a couple of caved-in bunkers. 

A few men had bad bruises but that was the worst of it. 

 My platoon guide came up to me and said that if we could get the men 

quiet we could hear the Japs jabbering. They sounded very excited and much 

less disciplined than we were. We were certain we had experienced an 

earthquake and that supposition was confirmed in the morning when we 

received word that the mountain was blowing considerably more smoke. 

 That spring and summer we defended the perimeter against two major 

attacks by the Japs. Both were thrown back. We had relatively few casualties 

but there were major numbers of dead Japs. We patrolled out to the 

maximum ranges of the known Jap artillery and set up battalion-size 

outposts about two-thirds of that distance out. We had numerous minor 

skirmishes. We set up patrol bases still further out. We manned each hilltop 
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with an outpost after we cut and detonated enough of the growth to allow for 

a view. What does all this have to do with Mt. Bagana? Stay with me. 

 In late August 1944 I was with a platoon from Company “F” on one 

of those far out hilltops. One night we settled down as usual. Thirty minutes 

after sundown everyone was in their foxhole because anyone on their feet 

between then and daylight would be shot with no challenge and no warning. 

 It was my turn to sleep. I squirmed around until my hip was in its 

hollow in the earth, my blanket wrapped around me and tucked under. My 

pistol was in my right hand, cocked and locked. It seemed only a minute 

after I fell asleep that my Platoon Sergeant was leaning over from his hole 

and shaking me. 

 “Lieutenant! Do you smell anything?” 

 “Hell, yes! What is it?” 

 “I don’t know, but I don’t like it.” 

 I was wide-awake now. “All right. Do you think it smells like poison 

gas?” I couldn’t remember any war gas that smelled like this but I wasn’t 

sure those Jap bastards hadn’t come up with something. 

“Call Company headquarters on the sound power, not the radio, and 

see if they smell anything.” 

 He made the call and reported that headquarters did not smell 

anything. 

 I checked myself over. I was having no trouble breathing and when I 

moved my arms and legs everything seemed to be working in good order.  

“I’m going to see if I can get back to sleep. Wake me up if you have 

trouble breathing.” 
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 I don’t know how long it took me to get back to sleep, but I do 

remember laying there cursing Japs with all my heart and hoping I was not 

getting all of us killed by not abandoning the hill I was ordered to hold. 

 The Platoon Sergeant woke me up in due time, passed me the phone 

and rolled up in his blanket after saying the odor seemed to be about the 

same. 

 Soon, but not soon enough, the sky began to lighten and I could see a 

fog over us. Actually, we were on the western edge of it. Most of the fog 

was over the Japs. I looked upwind to the south and there was Mt. Bagana 

spewing out a stinking, sulphurous smoke. 

 Later that morning the Executive Officer came up to our outpost to 

find out what was going on. Had we all gone jungle mad? What was all that 

shouting and shooting about last night? Did we have a source of booze and 

had we gotten drunk? If so, share it with him! We showed him the smoke 

trail that had drifted further east into Jap country and got a good laugh out of 

it.  
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WASHING MACHINE CHARLIE 

 

 All through the first six months on Bougainville in 1944 we were 

visited daily by a Jap bomber we called Washing Machine Charlie. We gave 

him that name because of the sound of his engine. It sounded exactly like an 

old-fashioned washing machine running on a little gasoline motor. Officially 

the plane was called a “Betty.” I do not know how large it was but it had 

only two engines and they did not seem to synchronize properly. 

  Charlie usually visited us after dark but before midnight. My platoon 

had a camp in the rear area and lived in tents when we were not out on patrol 

or outpost duty. Each man had a slit trench under his cot and when Charlie 

started his bomb run we listened to the bombs as they exploded. Sometimes 

the detonations walked toward us, sometimes away from us. If they began to 

get close we would inch towards our slit trenches ready to fall into them.  

The main objective of the attacks was to damage the airstrip so that 

our planes could not take off to attack Rabaul. As far as I can remember 

Charlie never succeeded in that. The SEABEES [Navy Engineering Units] 

went on alert as soon as they heard Charlie and were ready to start repairs to 

the strip as soon as a hit damaged it. 

 Charlie did give us a show now and then. We watched as the 

searchlights tried to pinpoint him; listened to the roar of the 90mm Anti-

Aircraft guns when the lights picked him up, saw him maneuver to get out of 

the lights, and applauded the sudden burst of fire if he was hit. 

 Charlie put on a really spectacular show one night when I was with 

my platoon on a combat outpost position a long way in front of our lines. 

We were on top of a high hill that had been so badly battered by artillery that 

the jungle was gone. Charlie was no higher in the air than we were on our 
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hilltop when the lights finally found him near the end of his bomb run. The 

guns began to pound, this time to no avail. The bursts appeared to be so 

close to him they could not miss, but hit or not he got away. After the 

excitement died down and quiet and darkness took over, the platoon 

Sergeant and I lay in our slit trench talking quietly about the platoon and the 

men.  Suddenly he changed the subject. 

“You know Lieutenant, I think that ack-ack scares me more than 

anything else in this business. All those fragments falling down, Lord knows 

where, really blows my mind.”  

I thought about it for a moment and finally responded, “You’re right, 

but I haven’t heard of anyone being hit by them. Have you?”   

 He said, “No, but that doesn’t help much. There is always a first 

time.” 

 What can you say to that? All I could say was, “You gotta be a fatalist 

in this game or get out.”   

 “You tell me how to do that.” he came back. 

 With that we both went to sleep, leaving the platoon guide on watch 

for the first shift.   

By June or early July Charlie quit coming around. Rumor had it the 

Navy Air Force had gotten tired of him and one time when they could find 

no ships to sink at Rabaul had completely destroyed his airstrip and all the 

planes on it. I never did find out if that was true or not but it probably was. 

We kind of missed Charlie for a while. 

 Rabaul was our main excuse for existence on Bougainville. It had a 

very large and well-protected harbor and was a major Jap base. U.S. planes, 

flying from Henderson Field on Guadalcanal could not reach Rabaul but 

with a bomber base three hundred miles closer at Bougainville the Navy 
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dive-bombers and torpedo bombers could make it to Rabaul and back. They 

did a fine job on the Japs, so fine that the huge harbor at Rabaul came to be 

known as “Iron Bottom Harbor” because of all the sunken Jap ships there.   
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PATROL WITH SCOUT DOGS 

                                                                                                          

 During the summer of 1944 the Japs made several major attempts to 

penetrate the lines of the Americal Division but after being severely rebuffed 

the Japs seemed to settle down and content themselves with small raids. 

These harassing attacks required our commanders to take counter action, 

which amounted to rigorous patrolling by small reconnaissance patrols. 

When a Jap unit was discovered by the reconnaissance patrols a strong 

combat patrol went into action if the Jap unit was close enough to our lines 

to give the patrol artillery support. Five to ten men including one Sergeant 

and one Lieutenant usually made the reconnaissance patrols.   

 One day a rumor slithered down the grapevine that Division 

Headquarters had received a platoon of scout dogs. A few days later I got 

orders to take a patrol out the next day with a scout dog and his handler to 

try and contact the enemy. The purpose of the mission was to determine if 

the scout dogs would be of any value in a patrol. I was warned not to let the 

dog or its handler become casualties.  

    On my arrival back at the unit I found the scout dog Platoon Leader 

waiting for me. He explained that the dogs had been trained to alert by 

freezing with an out-stretched tail whenever they smelled a Jap and had 

become very good at it. He also said that the dog and handler must be out in 

front of our scouts and upon alerting moved to the back of the patrol.     

 All I had to do now was select my patrol Sergeant and the men and 

weapons. I decided if we departed our Company area at 0530 we would be 

able to clear friendly lines by sunup.   

 The next day, surprise, the dog and his man arrived on time. The 

handler appeared to know his business. The dog looked like any other 
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German shepherd, tongue lolling out the side of his mouth revealing a 

number of big teeth, alert, watching whoever was talking, just a good dog.   

  My patrol of ten men and a Sergeant loaded on to a truck that carried 

us a couple of miles to the perimeter of the 164 lines. Here I briefed the 

Company Commander on the mission and made sure he knew we would be 

back through the lines at 1700. He agreed to have the mines and booby traps 

on the trail we were using put on safe or removed just before we came 

through. The dog, so far, had made no moves either of affection or 

aggression, just remained at his handler’s side. 

 With that we left, moving through the perimeter lines into the jungle. 

When we were a hundred or so yards out I stopped the patrol and moved the 

dog and handler up in front. Following him by about ten yards came my lead 

scout with a rifle. Another ten yards back the second scout followed with a 

sub-machine gun. We still did not have full confidence in the dog, so I used 

the normal formation. I trailed the second scout and the rest of the patrol 

came behind me at about five-yard intervals. The Sergeant brought up the 

rear. 

Two of the men carried sub-machine guns; the rest had rifles. All had 

at least two fragmentation grenades and one concussion grenade.    

 It is surprising that twelve men heavily loaded with ammunition, 

weapon, grenades, aid packet, two canteens, bayonet, and probably more 

stuff in their pockets can be so quiet. We moved in absolute silence, no 

talking, no joking, no coughing or sneezing. Every sense -- sight, hearing 

and smell -- on high alert. Scouts carried their weapons in their hands and 

the rest carried them slung. All sling swivels were taped securely to prevent 

rattles. Even the heavy ammunition belts were taped where they were 

hooked in front, and not removable until we got back. 
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 We had covered perhaps a mile when the dog alerted. As soon as I got 

up to the dog I ordered his handler to the rear with a hand signal, which he 

executed with great dispatch. As he passed me I put my hand on his arm 

stopped him and put a finger to my lips. He nodded and went more slowly. 

Considering this was his first time in the jungle and his first real patrol he 

was OK. 

 The patrol proceeded more slowly and carefully but found nothing. 

There was no wind even up in the canopy (the tree tops) so the dog could not 

have received wind-blown odor. After another slow hundred yards I ordered 

the dog back up and called all the men in, and we proceeded. If there had 

been a Jap around he was long gone. 

 We moved another mile or more. No more alerts. We were well 

beyond the screen line the Japs had been maintaining. I estimated we were 5 

to 6 miles in front of our perimeter when we found a trail that showed 

evidence of recent use, but not in the last several days. All the footprints had 

been washed out. 

 After another mile or so the dog alerted again. The scouts moved very 

carefully now. Twenty minutes more and a hundred yards further along the 

cause of the alert became obvious. There was a dead man someplace nearby. 

We made a slow search for the body. I checked it as best I could. He had 

been there a while, but I could tell he was a Jap.  

His weapon, equipment and boots were gone --- a good point for my 

report. Were they having trouble getting boots? Have we interfered with 

their supply lines so much they are scrounging from their dead? I estimated 

he had been there for about a week. There was no way I could tell how he 

died. I returned to the trail and went back to the point where the dog alerted 

pacing the distance off. It came to 110 yards. I figured it would take a large 
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group of live Japs for the dog to alert at this distance. That was to be my 

conclusion on the patrol report.   

 We circled back to our perimeter lines, taking a break alongside the 

trail a few hundred yards out so as not to arrive at the mine and booby trap 

line before 1700 hours. 

My report recommended that the dog’s usefulness had been proven. I 

also mentioned that he would surely have alerted much further back if there 

had been a favorable breeze. 

 We were never provided with scout dogs again. I don’t know where 

they went or where they were used. I do know they would have been helpful 

in jungle reconnaissance and more than once I wished I had one with me. 
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FLUORESCENCE 

 

 In the spring and summer of 1944 the Japs began to harass our 

perimeter with quick attacks by small units who usually came in a hit and 

run fashion without support. 

 Our primary mission became one of constant patrolling to prevent the 

Japs from establishing permanent positions. This story is about an incident 

during one of these common types of patrol.  

 My orders were to:   

(1) Make a reconnaissance patrol east along a nearby ridge, 

searching both sides as well as I could without breaking up the 

patrol.  

(2) Avoid heavy contact with the enemy.  

(3) Bring back as much information about the actions of the enemy 

as possible, and  

(4)  Break radio silence and report location only if it became 

necessary to bivouac overnight. 

 My twelve-man patrol started after a before-dawn breakfast. Before 

the sun rose we were escorted through the mines and other “mass 

mutilators” in front of our perimeter. By the time the sun was up we were 

approaching the target ridge. The day’s work had begun. 

 We moved as silently up the ridge. The scouts searched our immediate 

front and the men behind searched their assigned areas, left, right or 

overhead. 

 The day went smoothly. We saw only two Japs and they were very 

brief sightings at a great distance, too great to even bother to fire off a round 

at them. 
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 Some hours later, just after I told the scouts, “At the top of the knob 

ahead we will turn around and head back,” both scouts dropped to their 

bellies giving the signal that the enemy was in close sight. I pulled the scouts 

back. They told me there were at least thirty Japs coming toward us with the 

leaders just fifty yards short of the knob. That number was enough to give us 

“heavy contact” so we began to withdraw.  

 The sergeant led half the patrol back into heavy brush for cover and I 

followed with the other five men after a five-minute interval. 

 I decided we could not get back to the battalion perimeter before dark 

and needed to find a good place to set up for the night. We moved along, 

still patrolling as we headed toward home. We came across a pair of Japs at 

close range and the scouts decided they were the same pair we had seen that 

morning. The scouts fired, bringing down one Jap, the other one got into the 

brush and disappeared. 

 This caused another delay while we made sure there were no more 

Japs nearby. It was now getting close to dark so we hurried down the last 

section of the ridge into some heavy jungle and found a good place, thick 

with underbrush, to set up camp. Our perimeter was set up by the time the 

sun hit the horizon. Night was coming rapidly in the draws and the jungle 

animals were settling down for the night. My patrol stopped digging and 

they, too, settled in for the night.  

  My command post was set up where my radioman and messenger 

were settled. Our perimeter was not very wide. There was no more than 

twenty feet between the center and the edges. There was no supper for us, or 

breakfast either, except for those who had dropped a candy bar or maybe a 

small bag of dry cereal or crackers into his combat pack. Our men were 

pretty good at taking care of themselves. 
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 The darkness increased. At almost full darkness I heard some of the 

men whispering far more loudly than they should. I sent the platoon sergeant 

to crawl over to them and shut them up. 

 While he was gone, probably only ten or twelve yards away, I looked 

around trying to see if I could spot any of the men. I saw nothing but the 

undergrowth until I had scanned half the circle. Suddenly, my hair stood up. 

Something had flashed outside our perimeter. I froze on the spot in the brush 

and it came again, a wavering, eerie, green light that disappeared once more. 

What in the hell could that be? 

 Then I remembered seeing a light like that once before. On my first 

deer hunt with my dad in Wisconsin we camped out overnight and a pale, 

green, flickering light in the forest scared me half to death until my Dad 

explained it was caused by rotting tree stumps. OK, that solved that problem 

for me but now I had to crawl around and inform the men. 

 We settled down finally. As usual, the men were full of bullshit the 

next morning about how totally frightened the man closest to them had been 

and how they themselves never worried for a minute because they knew all 

about the rotting stumps and branches that created a will-o-the-wisp. 
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DEAD JAP WITH ARTILLERY 

 

 During the summer of 1944, after the Japs had finally given up the 

idea of running us into the Coral Sea they settled for harassing our perimeter 

with raids by small units and with artillery fire. The raids could be easily 

stopped but the artillery fire was another matter. Our mission was to protect 

the two airstrips and just a few rounds delivered in the proper places could 

shut down a strip for hours while the holes were filled and the matting 

replaced. 

 The Japs kept moving their artillery. In addition to that, our artillery 

had difficulty putting a round on the back slopes of the steep ridges. Our 

patrols found several places where, to avoid detection by our observers, the 

Japs dug right through a very steep knife-like ridge from their side and 

opened a small hole through which they could push the muzzles of their 

guns.  

 One time my unit was on the front line for nearly a month during 

which time we demolished old Jap artillery positions, some hidden and some 

just on flat places on the reverse slopes. We ran security patrols out a 

thousand yards or so every day. 

 Our front was on top of a ridge with an extremely steep front side but 

a gentle slope on the back. The usual patrol left just after dawn. About half 

an hour later one of its members arrived back at the line exhausted. He 

managed to gasp, "Get the Captain, quick." 

By the time the Captain arrived the soldier had regained his wind 

enough to talk.   

 "We got to the bottom of the ridge and were crossing the stream when 

Smithson saw something about 20 yards upstream.  The Lieutenant called a 
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halt and went up the stream a ways to look.  He came back and told us to set 

up a defense perimeter and do it quietly. Then he followed me back up 

stream. We found a Jap soldier lying with his head in the water and the 

barrel and breech ring of a howitzer on his back. He was dead but only 

recently. That is when he told me to come quick and get you." 

 The Captain told me, “See if you can find someone with a camera and 

get down there and check it out.” 

Arriving at the creek I found that the body had been pulled out of the 

water; it took four men to lift him. I identified the gun barrel on his back as 

from a Jap 75mm howitzer. It was lashed to his back in such a way that he 

could not get it off. Someone must have put it on for him. The lashings were 

not rope but flexible vines with a crude pad made of leaves between his back 

and the barrel. The load was improperly balanced. The breech ring and 

breech block had been placed at the top of the load so he was badly top-

heavy.  

Our guess was that the poor devil lost his way and became thirsty. He 

had no canteen or any other equipment. When he knelt down to get a drink 

the weight of his load drove him onto his stomach and the lay of the land 

would not allow him to roll over. He was larger than most Japs, but someone 

had loused up by loading him so heavy.   

 Obviously his unit would be looking for him, more for his load than 

his person. Our men, four at a time, brought the gun to our line up over the 

ridge and eventually it went to Regimental Headquarters to be mounted on 

the gate post. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY ON BOUGAINVILLE 

 

 During much of the time I was on Bougainville the 164 was assigned 

the task of Corps Reserve. This meant we had a camp in the rear area in a 

location where we could move to any part of the line to assist in its defense 

or to attack to recover lost ground.  When the enemy was not actively 

attacking us, which was probably seventy percent of the time, we were 

charged with all of the long-range patrols. 

 Cameras were prohibited because of some rule made by someone in 

higher headquarters; I suspect a minor official in the War Department 

Intelligence business. However, many soldiers had them and used them 

openly. There was very little chance they could take pictures of anything that 

would aid the enemy. I had a camera and used it with discretion.   

 Film was a problem. There were no Exchanges or stores on the island 

Through contacts with the Air Corps and Navy Airmen who were always 

willing to trade for souvenirs, anything Jap, I managed to get some black and 

white 35mm movie film That I hoped would fit my camera. It did. The next 

problem was the little cartridge that goes into a still camera. 

   I went up to Americal Division Headquarters one time when I had a 

day off and prowled around until I found a Signal Corps Officer.  I traded 

him a Jap binocular in good condition for a handful of cartridges along with 

some developing fluid and fixer.  I do not have the faintest recollection 

where I acquired a developing tank, but get it I did. 

 By this time I was fresh out of Jap souvenirs, but in business as a 

photographer, if I could come up with a dark room. 

 I had to get the film out of its big round metal can and into my little 
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cartridges without exposing it. The solution I came up with was to have the 

cooks wake me at 4:00 AM when they got up. Then with one rain poncho 

under me in my slit trench under my bed and three blankets over me I 

crouched in the slit trench and in total darkness opened the film box, 

unrolled the desired amount of film, cut it, loaded it into the cartridge, and 

sealed up both the film can and the cartridge.  Keep in mind that this was all 

done in a tropical setting where the temperature was in the high 70’s at 0400. 

Sometimes the heat melted the emulsion off the film in the little cans and I 

never knew until I started to develop it. That happened about a third of the 

time.       

 Taking pictures was the easy part of the process. After I exposed a roll 

of film, the next step was the worst. The 0400 business under the blankets in 

the slit trench was repeated. Now by feel alone I had to take the film out of 

the cartridge, roll it up in the spiral affair that goes into the developing can, 

fill that can with developer, drain it out at the proper time after agitating it, 

fill it with fixer, drain it out, and do it all under constant threat of 

asphyxiation from the strong odor of the chemicals. A crack in the lid of the 

tank required all this to be done by feel, at the same time trying to keep the 

sweat that poured off me from damaging the film.  

  Once developed and dried I cut the negatives into short lengths, and 

mailed them to Beverly with the hope they would get past the censor. Some 

did, some did not, but I never heard any more of those which did not. I never 

saw the printed pictures until I got home in December of 1945. 
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REVERSE LEND LEASE 

 

 Early in 1944 we began to receive shipments from Australia, 

including some strange looking shoes. Our field uniform in or out of battle 

included high-top shoes that reached just above the ankle. To protect the 

lower leg we wore canvas leggings which were noisy in grass or brush but 

did protect the legs. The leggings were the cause of “jungle rot” which set in 

on the shin where the top of the legging rubbed. Most of the men wore a 

band-aid or tape at that spot to prevent these ulcers from forming.   

The Australian shoe was the same as our high-top service shoe with 

one important difference. It had small steel hobs on the sole and heel 

projecting maybe three eighths of an inch from the sole. The hobs resembled 

round nail heads. There were eight hobs in the sole and four more in the 

heel. The difference they made walking in the jungle was little short of 

amazing. No more slipping on the muddy, damp growth, or dying leaves, 

rotting twigs and branches. It was a pleasure to walk in them, and made the 

march much less tiring.  

After the first issue of these shoes we learned they were made in 

Australia and furnished to the U.S. troops in the Pacific as a sort of reverse 

Lend Lease in exchange for the planes and trucks that we sent the Aussies. 

Even after we started to get the new combat boots quite a few of us 

continued to wear the lend-lease shoes with our canvas leggings. They were 

by far the best item of that program. 

 We received other things on that program, too. The butter substitute, 

probably an early form of oleo-margarine, was far from the favorite of our 

cooks. I cannot recall it tasting bad but the cooks all hated it. 
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 On the other hand everyone loved their chocolate. It came in a tin can 

with a water-tight rubber gasket. The chocolate was excellent and did not 

melt in hot weather, another big plus.   

 Aussie mutton was not well received at least partly because we got too 

much of it. It seemed to be on the menu every other day, then less often, but 

the damage had been done. The cry, “Not that dead goat again!” became the 

war cry of the mess lines but it was the only fresh meat we received on 

Bougainville. 

 Probably the best-liked shipment from Australia was Toothes KB 

Lager. This, I was told by connoisseurs of beer, had to be the finest beer 

ever brewed. We received it irregularly in one-liter bottles. The size of the 

issue varied, sometimes we were given one bottle for every three men, 

sometimes two men shared a bottle and infrequently, one man could enjoy a 

bottle all to himself. It was always welcome. We cooled it by putting the 

bottles in a container of gasoline, then placing the end of an air hose in the 

bottom of the container and turning on the air, a procedure that quickly 

resulted in ice cold beer. 
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“D” DAY IN FRANCE 

 

In the summer of 1944 we were camped between a big anti-aircraft 

Battalion and the main airstrip. Our mission was to prevent the Japs from 

moving artillery close enough to be able to shell the airstrips.  

About the 3rd of June I was ordered to take a combat platoon of thirty 

men to drive off a small group of Japs who were reported to be about five to 

ten miles out from our lines. This took a couple days of hard patrolling. We 

reached the general area and spent a few hours quietly searching until we 

found a flat spot away from the trail where a unit had recently bivouacked.  

It was plain to see that the Jap unit was much larger than we had been told.  

My small platoon was no match for a hundred and fifty Japs. We arrived at 

that figure as a minimum by counting the bed sites they had not bothered to 

camouflage. 

After completing the count I took a squad out about a mile along the 

same route the Japs had taken. This convinced me they had headed toward 

their Headquarters on the other side of the island. Their tracks looked to be 

at least two days old. 

 When we returned I found my Platoon Sergeant holding a Jap rifle 

and helmet. He said, “One of the men found these on the edge of their 

perimeter.  Looks like they had a deserter but if he had any ammunition he 

either took it with him or hid it better that he did this.” The rifle was the old 

model 25 caliber with a very long barrel. We made a thorough search of the 

whole area but found nothing more. 

 The information gathered at their bivouac implied the Japs were not 

bringing new troops to the island. We were just seeing the same old units we 
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had met before, but in greater strength than we had seen in the last three 

months.  

We moved a half a mile back down the trail, moving very carefully.  

All the men had seen the size of the Jap unit. Nobody wanted to get 

ambushed by it. It was coming up dusk by then so we found a flat place 

where the foliage was particularly heavy, went past it a hundred yards, then 

circled back to it through the jungle slowly and quietly. There was no 

talking, all commands were given by hand signal, everyone closed up very 

tight. 

If a canteen rattled or a rifle butt hit a tree trunk somebody got extra 

duty when he got back to the rear area. We bivouacked for the night in 

complete silence. No smoking. No talking. No cooking. No noise opening 

“K” ration boxes. The men divided up in buddy system, one to sleep, the 

other to guard. After dark anyone on his feet is a target and the standing 

order is to shoot any target. We spent a quiet night. 

 We returned to our lines on June 7th  and  a Captain watching us come 

in told us the allies had made a major landing on the coast of France the day 

before. The American part of the War in Europe had started. 

 Using the nearest field phone I called for a truck to carry us back to 

our unit area. While waiting for it I talked to the Captain first about the 

results of my patrol, then about the invasion of France. We discussed the 

enormous quantities of war materiel delivered to the beaches of Normandy, 

and compared that with the shirttail sort of operation with which we had 

been whipping the Japs for over a year and a half. We had heard about a 

shoulder fired rocket launcher, primarily an anti-tank weapon but one that 

would have been useful against the bunkers the Japs were holed up in.  
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There was also a trigger fired 60mm mortar and combat boots to replace the 

canvas leggings that caused so many of our men to suffer from jungle rot. 

 The truck arrived. We loaded a tired platoon and rode back to the 

battalion bivouac area in style. After I made my report to the S2 

(Intelligence Officer) we chatted for awhile.  I asked him, “Was there a 

celebration when the news of “D” Day came in?” 

 He said, “Not really. I heard a lot of comments like, ‘Hell we’ve been 

at it for a year and a half. What’s so great about this?’”   

 The reaction in the 2nd Battalion was generally subdued. We were 

pleased the invasion had finally come. All of us were well aware of the 

problems being experienced by the troops on the Normandy beaches having 

had the same problems, although on a smaller scale, when we made our 

landings on Guadalcanal and Bougainville. If your face is in the sand and 

machine gun bullets are whizzing just above your spine it matters little 

whether the sand is in Normandy or the South Pacific. That was about the 

sum of it as far as we were concerned. Through the rest of 1944 and early 

1945 we followed the European War through the hedgerows, the breakout, 

and the winter war. 

Our war went on. Our next mission was to turn Bougainville over to 

the Aussies and begin the Philippine Campaign on the islands of Leyte, 

Cebu, Negros, and Bohol. 

In the late spring of 1945 the Americal Division was ordered to leave 

Bougainville and begin the mission of retaking the major islands of the 

central Philippines from the Japs.   
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ANGEL 

 

After the successful completion of its mission to drive the occupying 

Japanese forces off the South Pacific island of Bougainville, the Americal 

Division was shipped to Leyte, one of the Philippine islands. 

 The 164th Infantry Regiment of the Americal Division landed at 

Tacloban, on Leyte, one of the Philippine Islands, in early March, 1945, was 

directed inland about a mile, and assigned a field in which to bivouac. 

 The troops put up their pup tents and began to relax from their days 

crowded on shipboard. Their next mission was to work their way across 

Leyte, searching for Japanese outposts. 

 In no time at all what seemed like hordes of young Phillipino boys 

were hanging around the company area. The Captain told the First Sergeant 

to find out what was going on. When the First Sergeant returned he 

explained that these were orphans who wanted to work for us for their food. 

In talking to the NCOs in nearby units he learned this was happening 

throughout the command. Some of the kids were just runaways looking for 

excitement but most were orphans. Some simply wanted a series of square 

meals. Others wanted to kill Japs who had abused them, killed their parents, 

or kidnapped and raped their sisters. 

 The Captain instructed the top kick [1st Sergeant.] to check them over 

and pick out a half dozen to keep and run off the rest. It wasn't that we didn't 

feel sympathy for these youngsters, instead it was a matter of feeding them. 

Our rations were restricted to three meals a day per person and six extra 

mouths were all we could provide for. That evening he assigned one 

"orphan" to each officer to assist our units in carrying loads, digging 

foxholes, and what other tasks we could find for them to do.  
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The boy who was assigned to me said his name was Angel and that at 

age 12 he was the oldest of the six boys. Since I had been given the job of 

supervising all of them I gave Angel the job of Boss Boy. He was to see to it 

that there were no problems and no stealing. All of the boys spoke enough 

English to get along. Angel spoke good English as well as Tagolic, his 

native tongue. 

 I explained to Angel that if his boys behaved well and did their work 

they would be treated well. If they didn't, they would be run off. Angel told 

me not to worry, he would see to it, and he did from that moment on. In the 

entire six months we were in the Philippine Islands we never had any trouble 

with our boys.  Occasionally one of them would leave us but we never took 

on a replacement unless Angel approved of him first.   

 We soon started our first mission and during the days of our attack 

march to Abijau we watched the boys closely. They did well. Angel stuck 

with me, even during those occasions when we were under fire. He asked me 

to give him a carbine. This I could not do but he worked so hard to prove 

himself worthy of being a real soldier and a member of Company "F" that 

when we arrived at Abijau I gave him my carbine. 

Angel was happier with that carbine than he would have been with a 

new Cadillac. He carried it over his left shoulder, muzzle down so that with 

a quick twist of his left hand he could have it ready to fire. He was learning 

fast. 

   A few weeks after I gave Angel my carbine and ammunition for it, I 

was loafing (probably dozing) in my slit trench in the shade of one of the 

huts when a loud commotion brought me to sudden alertness. I sat up to see 

what was going on and there was Angel slamming his carbine on the ground 

and screaming at the top of his voice. I hollered at him to stop, but he 
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continued banging his carbine on the ground and now I made out the words, 

"mamba, mamba, mamba," through his screams.  

That got my attention and I sat up higher. Sure enough, Angel was 

beating a snake to death. When the excitement settled down we saw that he 

had killed a Black Mamba, a member of the cobra family, whose poisonous 

bite meant almost certain death. He killed it less than five feet from the patch 

of shade where I was resting.  

 Angel's carbine was ruined. The stock was broken and so was his 

heart. He thought he would lose the weapon forever. I thanked him for 

probably saving my life and he felt a lot better when I assured him I would 

get him another carbine, which I did as soon as I could.  
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ABIJAU 

 

 Leyte is a large island in the Philippines, a little south of Luzon where 

Manila is located. Its long east coast is open to the Pacific Ocean and offers 

many beaches ideal for landing troops.   

 Tacloban is a major city on this island and beaches near Tacloban 

were the scene of the first US landing in 1945. In fact, these beaches are 

where General McArthur came ashore and made his, "I have returned" 

speech. 

 The 164th Infantry was not part of the initial landing at Tacloban 

being still busy at Bougainville at the time. We arrived at Tacloban in early 

March 1945 and were immediately assigned the task of eliminating a Jap 

parachute regiment that had made an attempt to retake the airfield at 

Tacloban.   

 When the first part of the Jap unit parachuted in they were wiped out 

so fast that the rest of the regiment aborted the attack and departed hastily, 

eventually jumping into some open country in the northwest corner of Leyte. 

No US troops were stationed in that part of the island because until now 

there were no reports of Japs there. 

 We were trucked for thirty or forty miles, offloaded and told to attack 

west to the beach town of Abijau north of Ormoc, then turn north and press 

the Japs in that direction. We were to eventually encircle them and eliminate 

them meanwhile ensuring they did not move south toward Ormoc, the 

largest city on the west coast of Leyte. 

 We worked our way west. There was very little resistance but it was 

scary to us. The country was open rolling grassland with areas of flat 

cropland. All of our combat had been in jungles and this wide-open space 
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was eerie and upsetting to everyone. At night we formed our usual perimeter 

and dug in as well as possible, continuing early the next morning. Each day 

we had one or two minor skirmishes with armed enemy who fired a few 

rounds and withdrew. We concluded the Japs were probably scouts from the 

airborne regiment with a mission of delaying us long enough to let them 

establish a solid defense. 

            The 2nd Battalion arrived at our initial objective, Abijau, a small 

fishing village at the head of a very pretty bay with a nice shallow beach.  It 

had five or six huts on stilts about five feet off the ground, all of them 

deserted. We suspected the Japs had run off the inhabitants since there was 

no evidence of fighting and no bodies or graves to be seen. 

 We dug in to stay for a day or two while we patrolled to establish 

where the Japs had holed up. The days of rest were welcome. It gave all of 

us a chance to clean up and wash our socks in the surf and even to loaf a 

little. 

 Patrols went out and came back without sighting either Japs or 

friendlies. They made a circular route, no two of them following the same 

trails when possible. When one patrol came in another went out immediately 

after a short debriefing of the returning group. 

 The total lack of people told us the enemy was not far away. The 

Phillipinos would not have left their villages unless they felt a strong threat. 

That meant we had to have a strong defense tonight. We must assume the 

Japs know exactly where we are. 

 The night was calm, with no noise loud enough to be heard over that 

of the gentle waves breaking on the beach. After the partial moon set if was 

very dark. Surprise, surprise! The Japs left us alone and the next morning we 

attacked north. 
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CROSSING LEYTE 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  After landing at Leyte in the Philippine Islands in early 1945 the 

Americal Division was assigned the mission of sweeping the island from the 

east coast to the beaches on the west. We were trucked a few miles inland to 

begin our task of proceeding west to the ocean just north of Ormoc, then the 

largest city on the west coast. We got lined up with two rifle Companies 

spread out in a thin line each covering an area approximately a mile wide. 

The third rifle company followed in reserve.  

This part of the island was almost entirely open land that had been 

cultivated before the war but in recent years had gone to grassland. The 

terrain was hilly with many large almost flat areas.   Some of the hills were 

separated by deep, rough draws in which there were groups of trees.   

These wide-open spaces were unnerving to us. All our fighting had 

been in jungles, practically none in open country until now. 

The first day was quiet. Only a few Japs were found and were either 

killed or captured based on whether or not he had a weapon in his hands at 

the time he was observed. We knew if he had a weapon he also almost 

always had a concealed grenade. 

 Our Company circled up the first night after a very long day with only 

two Japs to our credit. I was beat that night so I ate out of my pack, no hot 

food that night, nor any other day or night until we reached Ormoc. We had 

a couple of alerts during the night both of which turned out negative, and we 

were up and at it before daybreak.  By MNT (“Morning Nautical Twilight”) 

in Infantry talk, “light enough to aim and hit a man at 200 yards” we were 

spreading out in our lines again.   
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 We started off going a little south of west. The morning was spent 

tramping up and down hills in knee high grass. There were no trees except a 

few scrubs in the draws. Many of the men were still nervous. So far the hills 

had not been steep but there were many little draws which had to be 

investigated. Sometimes we found little buildings which we reconnoitered if 

they were directly in line of march. If a building was found to the left of our 

path we searched it with what we called a “Fire Inspection” meaning a squad 

lined up and poured rapid fire into the building. Others stood watch in case 

anyone ran out as some did.  Most of them didn’t get far.  

 About noon the second day our extreme left flank was moving over a 

hill with a very steep drop off to our left. Down about 200 yards was another 

building. I lined up a squad on the edge of the hill. The machine gunner 

asked if he could get off a few rounds. “Well,” I thought, “Why not?” He set 

up and we opened up on the building. What a shoot that was! The building 

must have been packed. Some of them made it into the woods but the field 

about 400 yards away from us was pretty well scattered with bodies. 

Remember these are the Japs who tortured their prisoners to death tied to a 

tree within hearing of our lines at night on Guadalcanal. 

 When things quieted down we moved on.  I had two scouts ahead of 

me and a BAR man ten paces behind me. The rest of my platoon was 

scattered to my right.  For some reason the scouts got too far ahead.  In 

crossing a deep and rugged draw I lost sight of them.  When I climbed up the 

far side of the draw I saw one scout going around each side of a small 

building.  Just as I started to yell at them to cover each other a Jap jumped 

out of a window on my side of the building and started around it behind my 

scout.  
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Nobody else had seen him and I could not tell if he had a weapon, but 

he had his right hand in the area of his chest. I raised my .45 and fired once 

at about 20 yards. The Jap went down, my BAR man came running, and the 

scouts turned around. The scout who could see the downed Jap rolled him 

over as I approached, took one look then turned to me and said 

reproachfully, 

 “Sorry, Lieutenant, you just ruined a good pair of field glasses.” 

 There they were laying on his chest bent and bloody. 

I said, “Leave him. Let’s get going.”  

I knew that Jap’s field glasses had cost him his life for sure.  Had he 

been running so I could see both hands I might not have been so quick on 

the trigger. Oh well he deserved to die. 
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HOSPITAL 

 

 The 164 completed its mission of eliminating the Jap parachute 

regiment on the northwest side of Leyte. By mid-April we were bivouacked 

near Ormoc, a relatively large city. There we received a few replacements 

and did some training for another beachhead, this time on Cebu, an island 

about 150 miles southwest of Leyte.  

 I was the Executive Officer of Company "F", a rifle company. The 

Company Commander was Capt. John Landeck. I was his Exec. for almost 

two years and we had become good friends, almost like brothers. In action 

we always slept in the same foxhole which enabled us to make decisions 

quickly in event of attack on our unit. 

Co "F" was training on the fairgrounds. On the day in question I was 

checking the training of our 60mm Mortar section. I had not been feeling 

well for several days and thought I might be coming down with a bout of 

malaria. On my way to training I got a couple of extra Atabrine pills from 

the Battalion Surgeon in case I felt worse then continued out to the class.  

I was discussing some fine point of mortar support with the section 

Sergeant when the next thing I became aware of was a radio blaring at 

maximum volume. I was lying on a cot in a tent. What luxury, the first time I 

had been in a bed for months. I looked around and saw other men laying on 

cots in a very large the tent and the radios were blaring the news that 

President Roosevelt had died. 

 I came to the realization that I was in a hospital, so I just lay there for 

a while. I checked myself over. It seemed that I had all my parts and they all 

seemed to work, however weakly. I did not feel any particular pain nor could 

I see evidence of any bandages so I figured I had not been shot.  
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 A ward boy came along. I stopped him and asked him what my 

problem was. He said I had come in unconscious six days ago with both 

malaria and dengue fevers. I had been flown from Ormoc in a 

reconnaissance plane and had been on intra-venous feeding ever since. 

 I asked, “When did the President die?” 

  He answered, “That was the first announcement that woke you up. I 

don’t know any more about it than you do,” and went about his business.   

I threw off the sheet and started to get up off the canvas cot, but I 

didn't make it. I weak and naked so I sat there for a moment until a nurse 

came along and gave me a bad time about getting up.  So back to bed. 

 In the next three or four days I gradually got to moving around and 

finally was discharged to the reception center which was right next door to 

the hospital. 

 When I got there an Adjutant General Corps Lieutenant informed me 

in a most overbearing tone that I was now a transient officer subject to 

assignment to whatever unit needed me. I told him I was an officer in the 

l64th Infantry and wanted to be returned to that unit. He then added insult to 

injury and made it very plain that if I left his center and made my way back 

to my regiment I would be arrested and court martialed for being AWOL 

from his reception station. I started to tell off that rear area commando, but 

realized I was better off keeping my mouth shut. So I said "OK, sir."  

 The next morning right after breakfast I slipped out of the compound, 

caught a ride to the beach and walked along it looking for a boat or ship 

going to Cebu City. I had learned the night before that the 164 had made the 

beachhead there.   

 It took me another whole day to find a Landing Craft going to Cebu 

City. I got aboard and gave the Deck Officer my story and asked if I could 
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stay aboard until they left.   

                 He sent me to the Captain, a Navy Lieutenant who understood 

what I meant by rear-area stuffed shirts puffed up with their own 

importance.  

 He said, “OK, but keep out of sight.” so I went below. 

I had nothing with me beyond my khaki uniform clothing, a pair of 

socks, a pair of combat boots and my two 1st Lieutenant bars. I didn't even 

have a razor, or more important, my ID Card. 

 As the sun rose we sailed for Cebu City. As soon as we got a mile off 

the beach I came up on deck to loaf in the sun. The more or less 24-hour 

voyage passed quietly with three meals a day in the Officers Mess and a nice 

berth in Officers Country.   

     The Landing Craft eased up to the dock in Cebu Harbor with me 

hanging over the rail looking for anyone I knew. Sure enough, I spotted a 

guy I had met off and on. He was an assistant to the Supply Officer in 

Regimental Headquarters and was probably here to pick up supplies for the 

regiment. 

 “Hey, Jelly Belly!” I called. “How's everything?" 

 I didn’t expect his answer. “Is that you Isenberg? Hell, you're dead.” 

“I'm ready to bet my pay against that,” I told him. “Where in hell did 

you get that idea?” 

 “John Landeck took a mortar round in his slit trench. You always used 

the same trench so we figured that some of the parts they picked up 

belonged to you. I'm happy to see that's not true. Where you been?” 

 “I was in the hospital in Tacloban for a couple of weeks. Dengue and 

malaria. What about the Company? Anyone else killed?” 

 “Don't know, George.” 
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 By that time the ship was tied up and the gangway was down. I 

saluted the Officer of the Deck, thanked him for the ride, left the ship 

without further ceremony, caught a ride to Regimental Headquarters and 

reported for duty. 

 The Adjutant looked up as I approached his desk. “Well, good to see 

you back, Isenberg.  Fit for duty I presume?” 

 “Yes sir, but how come Jelly Belly thought I was dead? Has any 

information like that been sent out?  My God! I hope Beverly hasn’t been 

told!”   

 “No, nothing has been sent out of here. This only happened last night 

and they are still cleaning up the mess. Lieutenant Smith has taken over 

Company "F". Several other men were killed and some more were wounded. 

I don't have all the figures yet. I better talk to the Colonel about your 

assignment. Go on down to the Mess and get some coffee or something. I'll 

be down soon as I get through with the Old Man.” 

 I nursed a cup of coffee until the Adjutant returned with instructions 

that I was to report to Company "E". 

 “You want to go up to "F" Company and see if you can find any of 

your gear?” 

 I answered, “I suppose so. I didn't have much to begin with and there 

sure won’t be much left after that mortar round hit.” 

“OK Isenberg. I have to get back. Come see me when you’ve eaten 

and I'll find you a guide up to both areas. Glad to see you back.” 

 I thought, “He might be glad to see me back, but he’ll never know just 

how damn glad I am to be back where my friends are!” 
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LANDING AT NEGROS 

                       

 In May a landing force from the 164 was sent to Negros, an island 

about 75 by 50 miles in size, very mountainous and heavily forested except 

along the coasts. The landings on beaches north of the capital town of 

Dumagette near the airport were unopposed. 

 The initial objective was to proceed at "warp" speed, (although that 

term did not exist at the time) across the cane fields, streams and ridges to a 

point several miles west of town on the main road inland from Dumagette. 

Once there we were to ambush any Japs leaving town and headed for the 

hills.   

 The streams were deep, fords were further upstream than our 

information indicated, cane fields had to be avoided on small open trails 

subject to ambush, and the troops were loaded down with ammunition and 

grenades having expected a fight at the landing. As a consequence we were 

later than planned in arriving at our ambush site. We immediately began 

setting up a roadblock. It was late dusk, and by the time the perimeter was 

set up it was too dark to put out anti-personnel mines, trip wires, and booby 

traps.   

 Night fell bringing out the usual nocturnal sounds but no Japs. We had 

deliberately chosen an area heavily forested on both sides of the road in 

which to set up the ambush and had gone several hundred yards along the 

road into the jungle knowing the Japs would be most alert where the road 

entered the jungle. 

 As darkness deepened and the volume of the jungle noises increased 

our men quietly dug shelters and waited. Nothing happened. Whispered 
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word passed to go 50-50, meaning one man alert, one asleep. 

The night wore on. I dozed, waking every fifteen minutes or so to 

listen. Tensions began to relax along the line. The quiet sounds of digging 

faded. The chirps, calls, and grunts of animals and birds rose and fell. One 

new sound woke me up. In the high canopy of the trees it was raining.  Men 

began to move quietly to protect their weapons and equipment.  Gradually 

the sound of rain faded without any of it reaching ground level and the 

squall passed on. The inhabitants of the canopy high in the air raised their 

voices again in various calls and chatter. The Philippino jungle is much 

noisier than the jungle in the Solomons. 

 As dawn approached tensions rose again. Word passed, “Everyone up 

and ready.” Still no Japs. Where are they? When will they attack? 

 When the sun was up and the men were stretching cramped legs and 

backs a messenger arrived who told us the Japs had all left town. Most went 

south along the beach road, then inland up a river valley. At 1500 we 

received directions to head in towards town with a guide to show us where 

to bivouac. After about a four-mile march we were directed into a field and 

told to wait for new orders.  

Would that all future combat landing operations end so effortlessly. 
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LEECHES 

  We were four days hard marching into the interior of Negros trying to 

locate the rear of a Japanese force of about eight hundred soldiers. The 

jungle was the thickest we had seen in the Philippines with high, steep ridges 

and very deep valleys between them. There was no room to maneuver. If the 

Japanese discovered us all we could do was what the rest of the regiment 

had been doing for several weeks, make head on attacks against their 

machine-guns, a method that was costly to our men. 

 I was leading a force of one platoon of US soldiers, two platoons of 

Philippine Scouts, and one Forward Observer team from the US Artillery. 

The latter had a radio that was capable of reaching further than Infantry 

radios, but we were far beyond the maximum range of any supporting 

artillery.  

 Our mission took us out of direct contact with friendly troops except 

through radio relay through a reconnaissance plane which was supposed to 

fly over every day to drop a couple cases of C rations and take information 

we had gathered.  He only managed to do it every two or three days. 

 In late July of 1945 the enemy was still fighting hard as though they 

still thought they could win. We knew otherwise but were unsure about how 

long it would take to bring about their defeat. 

 Our current mission was to move by boat around the south end of 

Negros, then north along the west shore to a river leading east and from 

there into the central mountains on foot. We were in our fourth day since 

starting inland. The first day we had moved in battle formation up the 
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streambed because it offered faster movement and the natives in the small 

village at the river mouth claimed to have never seen any Japanese soldiers. 

 The second and third days were exhausting. We had to leave the river 

and climb up and down the very steep ridges searching for a ridge that my 

map, admittedly a poor one, showed would take us the whole distance to the 

mountain. 

 About noon of the fourth day we found what I thought was the ridge 

we wanted. Reaching its crest, I gave the men a break and sent a couple of 

the Scouts up the ridge to see if it really did go in the direction we wanted. 

They came back, told me they had gone one thousand paces along the crest, 

and were still moving dead east. They also said there was a faint animal 

track which they had followed but no evidence of any humans.  

I gave the order "Saddle Up" and we started along the ridge top in 

single file, two scouts ten yards or so in front of me, my whole patrol behind 

me. This was far less tiring than the last two days had been, at least for a 

mile or so. On the day we met the leeches we were moving up a fairly well 

defined trail climbing a long gentle ridge with a flat top. The patrol of about 

75 men was strung out for probably 200 yards of trail. I was fourth in the 

column. I glanced back to check on the column and saw movement on the 

jungle floor beneath me. Looking down I saw what seemed to be a sea of 

leeches all headed for my feet. The squad behind me closed up on me and 

told me they were seeing the same thing.  

 There were thousands of them, all coming at high speed (for leeches) 

toward the path we were making. These were woods leeches as opposed to 

the lake and river leeches I had seen in the US. They were black in color, 

three to six inches long and moved like an inchworm. 
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 I ordered a faster movement and moved the Philippinos to the front of 

the column. They were wearing shorts and tennis shoes and their legs were 

bloody up to their knees where they had torn off the leeches. The leeches 

were so thick there was one on every leaf. 

 Thankfully, there were no Japanese around for we really hustled up 

that ridge trying to get out of leech country. From that point until we found a 

clearing there was no stopping nor any thought of being quiet. We just 

barged ahead in single file for probably half an hour. Rifles bumped against 

canteens and bushes. Men stumbled, kicked branches and cursed leeches. 

The noise level was more like that made on a Boy Scout hike than a combat 

patrol. The instant a person stopped hundreds of leeches closed in on him. 

 A jog trot under full field equipment uphill in jungle heat with no real 

trail to follow is exhausting but these men did it for nearly a mile. In 

addition to his rifle and pack each man carried a full belt of ammunition, two 

extra bandoleers of rifle ammunition and two hand grenades, a load totaling 

nearly sixty pounds.  

 Just when I began to wonder what I would do if the men began 

passing out before we got out of leech country the advance scouts 

discovered a clearing. Bursting out of the jungle we all drew a sigh of relief. 

The men dropped right in the open to discard their equipment, shed their 

clothing and pull off the leeches and damn the Japs. Leeches cannot live in 

sunlight and deleeching was not difficult. Touch one with the hot end of a 

cigarette and it will release its hold immediately. The spot where it dug in 

will be sore but no worse than a mosquito bite but if you smash it, parts of 

its head remain in the bite and blood poisoning becomes a possibility. 

 We stayed in the clearing that night and next day crossed a river and 

went up another ridge.   
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STONE AGE 

 

 As we moved on the scouts searched every clearing, looking for 

hidden gullies or evidence of people. They located several small plots 

between big trees where the sun could reach them that looked recently 

cultivated.            

 As I approached the low side of one clearing I discovered a lean-to 

made of branches and leaves on the downhill side of a big log. The lean-to 

roof kept the sun out but did not look as though it would keep out rain. I 

looked in and saw a group of people huddled inside. They stared at me and I 

realized they were badly frightened. 

 I walked away a few yards and called for a Scout that spoke English 

on the double. In seconds I had one by my side. I showed him the lean-to 

and told him there were a number of very frightened people inside.  

I told him, "Soldier, I want you to get close enough to talk to them, to 

explain that we will not harm them, eat their food, or cause them any 

trouble. I would like to see them, but don't terrify them more by making 

them show themselves." 

 I backed off a few yards while he went over to talk to them. In a few 

minutes he came back and said he was having trouble talking to them. He 

had tried several dialects of Tagalog, the principal language of the northern 

Philippine Islands, but only an occasional word was getting any reaction. I 

told him to keep at it and I went on with my inspection of the perimeter. 

 I was still working to achieve defensive positions when the Scout 

found me at the end of the hour. He said "Sir. The woman knows some 

Tagalog so I had better luck talking to her to relay to her man". 

 Briefly, this is what the Scout had learned: 
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 The family included the man, a woman, and three small children. Her 

cooking utensils, pots and pans, were made of mud.  They were good for 

only one or two meals, then replaced. 

 They used sharpened rock chips to till the soil between the downed 

trees. This one family had brought these very large trees down by girdling 

them, digging around one side of the base and cutting the roots near the 

trunk, doing this with only stone tools. 

           Their most prized possession, a knife made from a piece of truck 

spring was shown to the Scout only after he had given them his machete.  He 

was unable to find out where and how they had acquired the knife.    

  The night passed quietly. As we prepared to leave the next morning 

the man came out of the lean-to and I discovered one reason why they were 

so afraid of us. He was an adult but stood less than five feet tall. He wore 

only a skirt made of tapa, a rough cloth made by pounding tree bark. I asked 

the Scout to ask him why they were so frightened. He returned with the 

information that there were so many of us, we were so big, we had so many 

things they thought we were all of the people on earth except for their small 

tribe. None of them had seen more than one stranger at a time in their lives 

and then only on rare occasions, a total of five in their combined lifetimes. 

 The Scout gathered up needles, canteen cups, mess kits, thread, rope 

and even an entrenching tool from the troops and took them to the family 

before we left.   

 As I write this story 60 years later I have to wonder how that family 

fared. What difference did the needles and thread and other small items 

make in their lives? Did they survive and thrive after the war? There was no 

time to worry about them in 1945 and no way to learn what happened to 

them since.  
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GEORGE CHRISTIANSON 

 

 In June of 1945 the 164 was still on NEGROS ORIENTAL, an island 

in the central Philippines. We had been driving the Japs further inland and 

higher up the ridges for several weeks without being able to surround or trap 

them. The terrain was terrible for attacking, but excellent for the defenders. 

The ridges were very high and mostly less than a hundred feet wide at the 

top. One or two squads of Japs could and did hold up an entire Battalion of 

800 men for a time.   

 The last few weeks had not been kind to "F" Co. We had suffered a 

number of casualties. There were several litter cases and walking wounded, 

and a number of serious injuries. It is always hard to watch where you put 

your feet when you are being shot at. The jungle floor, even the open jungle 

such as we were in now, is treacherous, mostly because of the rotting 

vegetation. It was a blessing when we were ordered to return to Dumagette 

for a rest. Going down those long ridges I counted a number of places where 

our company had lost men. Too many. 

 On arrival at the edge of Dumagette we were directed to a field where 

we set up camp and hit the sack early that night after a hot meal.   

 The next morning, very shortly after dawn the guard woke me and 

told me that I was wanted at Battalion Headquarters ASAP.  I threw on my 

dirty clothes and reported to the Battalion Commander who told me the 

Company Commander of Company "A" had been wounded while leading an 

attack an hour ago and I was to take command. A guide from that company 

was on his way down the mountain to show me the way up to their location.  

It was a rush order because the Company had no other officer and was in 

direct contact with the enemy. 
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  The guide arrived about 0900, got some hot food and we started back 

up the mountain. On the way he told me that Captain Christianson had 

received a sucking lung wound. The bullet had gone in the front and out the 

back, apparently without tumbling. The wound had been taped with cigarette 

cellophane front and back and pressure bandages appeared to have slowed 

the bleeding, which was about all the aid man could do. There was no way 

of telling if there was internal bleeding. 

Captain Christianson had refused to be carried out until his 

replacement arrived. I hurried up the mountain ridge several miles from the 

one I had just come down yesterday. It was afternoon when I arrived. 

 Captain Christianson was lying on a litter and did not look good.  I 

tried to get him to depart immediately, but he would not go until he briefed 

me and I had met his senior NCOs. Mainly, the problem was that the Japs 

had inflicted such serious casualties with their machine gun fire that they 

had driven the Company back after each assault on the hilltop.   

 After I met the NCOs I directed the eight Phillipinos to start down the 

mountain with Captain Christianson on the litter. I really did not expect him 

to arrive at the Battalion Aid Station alive.  The trail was narrow and muddy, 

too narrow in many places for four men to carry a litter and two men on a 

litter is hard work on slippery paths. Several days later I learned that it took 

the bearers until almost dawn to get down the mountain and to the aid 

station. The Captain was still alive when he arrived there. He was quickly 

evacuated to a MASH unit and that is the last I heard of him. 

 Until 1986.   

 At some time that summer my Beverly was reading The Retired 

Officer Magazine and called my attention to a note telling of a reunion of the 

164th Infantry Regiment in Bismarck, North Dakota that fall. We went to 
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the reunion and almost the first person I met there was George Christianson. 

There he was big, fat, and sassy, a retired veterinarian and the elected mayor 

of Minot, North Dakota. 
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MY FIRST COMPANY 

 

  I replaced Captain George Christianson as Commander of Company 

"A", 164th Infantry after he was evacuated with a lung wound in the summer 

of 1945. 

 To pick up the story at that point, Company "A" was more than a little 

shook up. They had lost their Company Commander, failed their mission 

and now had to attempt the same attack tomorrow under a Lieutenant none 

of them knew. More important, I knew nothing of these men, their 

experience, knowledge, or time on the job. After the litter bearers left I 

called the platoon Sergeants together for a conference.    

 I told the platoon sergeants I had asked for an artillery concentration 

from 0630 to 0645 on the hilltop we were to try again to take from the Japs. 

The hilltop was less than a hundred yards from our current position. I 

explained that we were beyond the maximum range of the 105mm 

Howitzers but a battery of four 155mm Howitzers was now on the island and  

in position. We were nearly at their maximum range (about 16,000 yards) 

which increased the possibility of friendly fire. This required every one to be 

well dug in before dark tonight so as to be as safe as possible during the 

bombardment in the morning. 

    I spent the rest of the daylight moving around the unit, meeting 

NCOs and their men and generally making myself visible. This Company 

had suffered badly. All of their familiar officers were gone, dead, wounded, 

or sick and I had to lead it up a hill it had been unable to take under an old 

and well-liked commander.  

The men I spoke to, probably at least half of the Company, were not 

happy. Almost all of them expressed their feeling that they had been driving 
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up this ridge too long, that it was time for them to get relieved. I told them I 

would try to get relief from the top of that hill tomorrow, as soon as we got 

there and secured it. That seemed to help a little. The fact that I had been 

able to set up the 155mm artillery support so quickly seemed to be in my 

favor.   

 So as dusk fell I too was unsure. The night passed quietly. At 0600 the 

radio watch woke me. I made a fast check of the perimeter. By 0625 

everyone was in a hole including me.  I lay on my back looking up at the 

trees when I heard the first whistle, right on time. As it grew louder others 

began to rise in volume and shrillness. Then there were four large, very 

large, crashes. The first four of our sixteen-round concentration had arrived, 

and from the sound of them, were right on target. By the time the noise had 

settled, the second volley was two seconds from impact. The third and fourth 

volleys came as scheduled.  

Just after the third volley detonated I felt the sting of a centipede bite 

just under my chin. I slapped it a sliding slap to dislodge it, but all I 

accomplished was to raise a severe pain in my right lower jaw. Feeling more 

carefully I found something hot stuck in the bottom of my lower jaw. I 

wiggled it. That hurt. I got a grip on it and pulled it out. Damn! It was a shell 

fragment. Lucky it wasn't an inch lower. Now my jaw was bleeding, I 

couldn't tell how much.  

As soon as the last fragments from the fourth volley stopped rattling 

in the trees I gave the order to begin the charge up the hill. As I started out 

the 1st Sergeant sent a medic up to me who stopped me long enough to put 

sulfa on my chin and a tight bandage to stop the bleeding. The men rose up 

out of their holes and we started up the ridge now becoming visible through 

the smoke and dust.  
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 As I hurried up the hill I heard rifle fire coming down the hill. There 

were lots of downed trees, some old some new, that provided concealment 

and some cover for the men. They were making use of them, working 

together, firing and moving.   

 The enemy fire seemed light as I reached our forward positions, too 

light really, and when the lead elements were less than fifty yards from the 

top the fire coming down the hill stopped abruptly. Some of our lead men 

called back that they were seeing Japs running over the hill top. Our men 

surged up over the top of the hill. The Japs had gone so quickly they had left 

their dead behind. 

 I established a perimeter centered on the hilltop immediately. 

Headcount report from all NCO's revealed no casualties and none missing. I 

told the Communications Sergeant to report that our mission was complete 

and I was sending out a reconnaissance patrol to see how far the Japs had 

retreated. Battalion Headquarters promised they would relieve us in three 

days, meantime we are to hold what we have. The “hold where we are” 

order resulted from the fact that we were ahead of the units on other ridges 

to the left and right of us and were about to outrun our artillery support.   

 When asked if we had any casualties I said, “Only one slight cut and a 

sprained ankle.” The Battalion Supply Officer asked about ammunition and 

rations and I told him we needed hand grenades, 60mm mortar rounds, rifle 

and machine gun ammunition and rations for three days. We needed it now.  

 Another check of the perimeter showed it was going well. The men 

were digging in, 50/50, half digging and half on watch. Patrols reported no 

contact with the enemy out to the two hundred yard limit. 

 Suddenly I was beat. I went back to the center of the perimeter and 

told the 1st Sergeant I was going to rest a while and sat down. The next thing 
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I knew the Company medic was cleaning my wound preparing to put on a 

clean bandage. I thanked him and checked my watch. I hadn't slept long, just 

a few minutes, but I felt better.   

Before sunset the outpost reported sounds of a large number of men 

approaching our rear. It turned out to be the supply convoy, eighteen 

exhausted Phillipino carriers.  

 The sun set and the short tropical dusk quickly turned into a moonless 

night. All outposts reported in with no contact. Digging stopped and the 

company went on a 50/50 watch in all units. Radios were turned down to the 

point that a call could only be heard by keeping the earpiece right in the ear. 

The whole perimeter went dead still.  

It is difficult to portray the feeling of such stillness. You know there 

are nearly two hundred men within a fifty-yard circle and you are personally 

responsible for the well-being and the very life of each and every one of 

them. Furthermore, it is possible, nay, even probable, that you will be called 

upon to send some of them into danger or death in the next twelve hours, 

and certainly will have to do so in the near future.   

 Looking up at the brilliant star display on this moonless night I 

thought about what I had done today that I could have done better. Should I 

have sent patrols down and along the nearby cliffs to make sure no Japs 

lurked there? The chances of finding Japs there were almost nil. The chances 

of one or more of my men being injured on the patrol were high. No, that 

decision was correct. And so on for I don 't know how long before I went to 

sleep in my slit trench, rolled up in my poncho, my canteen for a pillow, my 

45 in my right hand.  I assume that I woke up several times during the night 

to stare at the stars while listening for any noises, and hearing nothing 

unusual went back to sleep.   
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 I left a call with the radio watch for a half hour before dawn and the 

Sergeant woke me accordingly. My orders were that at the first hint of light 

in the east we would go on 100% watch until the sun was up, then back to 

50%. 

 The stars were fading. The sky was turning gray in the east. I told the 

Communication Sergeant to call all platoons on the sound power phone to 

make sure all men were up and alert. The 1st Platoon reported some sounds 

to their front on our left flank, but said it was not likely to be enemy because 

it was so very steep, almost a cliff, and the growth was thick. The men who 

had been on outpost yesterday had seen small animal trails.   

 I told the Sergeant to break night radio silence and report to Battalion 

Headquarters that all is well on our hill. 

 The day brightened, a few clouds low in the west, otherwise clear. 

The 1st Sergeant was already distributing rations the carriers brought us 

yesterday. We ate our breakfast and another day of search and destroy 

began.  
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FRESH POTATOES  

                                                            

 In July l945 the l64 was back on Cebu Island in the central Philippines 

training and staging for the invasion of Japan. One day word came down to 

spruce up the area for an inspection by the Sixth US Army Commanding 

General, a four-star general, the man who commanded all army troops this 

side of the Golden Gate, so we spent a couple of days getting everything 

neat and spiffy in so far as was possible. 

  When the great day came I was informed the Army Commander 

would inspect my Company, “A” Company. This brought about another 

flurry of preparation that didn’t stop until a column of jeeps with the 

general’s flags fluttering came into view.   

 I stepped to the head of my Company Street and looked for the guy 

with the most stars. Finding him, I snapped a salute and reported to him,  

“Sir. Lieutenant Isenberg Commanding Company “A” 164th Infantry 

reporting. My Company is fourteen men under strength at 169 men and at 

full strength with six officers.” 

 He saluted me and said, “Good morning, Lieutenant. Please show me 

your command.” 

 I turned and led him to my kitchen crew which was the first stop. He 

looked the cooks over then turned to Mess Sergeant Larson and asked him if 

there was any problem in his field of endeavor. Sergeant Larson said, “One, 

Sir. The soap we get to wash the mess kits is terrible. It will not make suds, 

just a greasy slick on top of the boiling water.” The general turned to his 

aide and told him to make a note and get more information from Sergeant 

Larson. Then he looked at me and nodded for me to go on. Several ranking 

officers from the supply field stayed behind to talk to Larson. 
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 The general moved along the ranks of my platoons, talking to some 

men, asking questions and getting the usual answers, until he reached a man 

in the Third Platoon, Pfc. Smith. He took Smith’s rifle, which Smith was 

holding at inspection arms as the general approached, looked down the 

barrel and into the action, then snapped, “Smith, when is the last time you 

had fresh potatoes in your mess?”   

 Smith looked him in the eye and said, “Sir. I've been in this outfit for 

over 18 months and have not seen a fresh potato in that time.” 

The general turned to me. “Is that right, Lieutenant?”  I said,    “I can’t 

tell you the exact date but I am relatively certain that it has been longer than 

that. I’ll have the mess records checked to see if we can nail the last issue of 

potatoes down.”   

         He turned back to Pfc. Smith and said, “Smith. You will have them 

tomorrow.” Then he turned to his aide and said, “I want a plane load of 

potatoes down to this regiment before nightfall.”  The Aide said, “Yes, Sir. I 

had better go now,” and left. 

Before dark an issue, a large one, was made to all eighteen regimental 

messes which fed plus or minus 3000 men a noon meal the next day 

including fresh potatoes. There were even enough left to make everyone a 

treat called Lefsa, a sort of potato pancake popular in North Dakota, the 

homeland of the 164. 
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GRATEFUL 

 

In August of l945 the Americal Division was training and staging for 

the invasion of Japan. The 164 was back on Cebu, an island in the Central 

Philippines. Most of the Japs had been killed or captured and some few had 

even begun to surrender.  

We were living a life of luxury having been issued pyramidal tents 

that held six or eight men each and canvas cots. That was comfort indeed to 

men who had been sleeping on the ground under a shelter half for months. 

We were told we would be here for at least two months. 

  A bamboo forest was designated where we could cut bamboo to 

reinforce and dress up the tents. Details were sent to cut bamboo. Other 

details built tent supports, latrines, flagpoles, mess halls, and kitchens. A 

week later we were living an opulent existence we had almost forgotten was 

possible. 

 During that week we received replacement soldiers and officers, 

bringing us up to strength in nearly all specialties. Training for the new men 

started in their particular work. We also started amphibious training, a 

refresher for the old men and an intensive course for the new. Walls over 

twenty feet high were built and everyone practiced climbing up and down 

the cargo nets that had been hung on them. Although no official 

confirmation had been passed down to us as yet we were sure our next 

objective would be the home islands of Japan. 

 Tokyo Rose thought so, too.  She told us daily on the radio how the 

people of Japan would kill every one of us before we got onto the beach, 

how even before we reached the beach many plans were in place to totally 

eliminate us. First, all allied prisoners of war in Japan would be put to death 
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as soon as our attack convoy was sighted. Second, hundreds of Kamikazes 

were ready to make the supreme sacrifice by crashing their flying bombs 

into our ships in much greater numbers and much more effectively than they 

had at Okinawa. They would specifically target troopships, not warships.  

Many new two-man submarines and high level bombers were also ready.  

Third, if the impossible happened and some of us got ashore, all the men 

women and children of Japan would back up their valiant armies with hoes 

and pitchforks and drive us back into the sea. We had heard all this before 

and knew from experience the Japs would fight to the death. 

 We knew the landing would be difficult. The whole Jap nation was so 

subservient to the Emperor they would run straight into our fire, men 

women, children, and old folks. We felt certain we could win but worried 

about the cost, each of us concerned for our own life. Many of us, yours 

truly included, wondered how long our luck could last. 

 One day my company was practicing on the cargo nets when my 1st 

Sergeant came running, out of breath. He said “Lieutenant! We have 

dropped some sort of bomb on Japan and it totally annihilated the entire city 

of Hiroshima. The radio says the war is over!”   

 I headed for Battalion Headquarters. There I learned it was true. We 

had dropped one bomb of a totally new type and destroyed Hiroshima with 

enormous casualties.  Newscasters were speculating that this might cause the 

Japs to surrender. 

 My thoughts ran wild. “Will they give up now?” I asked myself. 

“Nah, not those fanatics in Tokyo, they are not the ones dying. Drop 

one on the Diet Building. Then we’ll see.” 

 Then, thinking of all the friends I had lost in the last three years I 

thought, “Hell no. Drop one of those bombs on every city in Japan.”  By this 
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time I had reached my company area. I gave the men the information I had 

and stated my hopes that this was in fact the end, but told them not to hold 

their collective breath.  

 As we all know, Japan did not give up until we repeated the bombing 

in Nagasaki. That convinced their leaders and they offered to surrender. 

 Suddenly our preparations to attack seemed pointless. Everyone 

relaxed. We received orders to take two days rest, and even got a ration of 

Aussie beer, good old Toothes KB Lager. 

 During our two-day break an order came down for all Officers to 

report to Division Headquarters at 1400 hours. I went to my tent to get a 

clean suit of fatigues. I sat on my cot and suddenly it hit me. Holy Hell 

maybe I’ll get out of this alive. Maybe I will get to go home to Beverly. It’s 

been over three years since I left her on the beach so to speak. Can this damn 

war really be over? Is it possible I may not ever again have to write another 

letter to the family of one of my men telling them their soldier has been 

killed? The whole thing almost blew my mind.   

 As 1400 approached we gathered in a big building near Division 

Headquarters on the edge of Cebu City. There were no chairs. We stood 

around chatting and laughing with friends we had not seen for some time.  

At the stroke of 1400 the Division Band with all the pomp and ceremony 

they could muster blew the Ruffles and Flourishes for a Major General and 

our Commanding General mounted the platform and gave us information 

pretty much as follows: 

 1. Congratulations to all officers and men of the Division for jobs well 

done and battles well fought. He thought it might be possible that he would 

never be able to get this group together again and he wanted to wish us the 

best of everything ahead. [This did prove to be the case] 
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2.  He wanted to tell us what our next mission to bring Japan to its 

knees would have been. The attack against Japan was designated Operation 

Downfall.  The Americal Division had been assigned the task of making the 

first assault on the Japanese homeland. We were to land on beaches on the 

northeast side of Kyushu on DDay minus 10. Once ashore we were to 

advance as far as possible into the island. Our real mission was that of 

drawing the Jap reserves up to us from their locations near the southern 

beaches where the main attack would start on DDay.  

 3. The Division would be withdrawn at DDay plus 10. What he said 

next is burned into my memory forever. I have never forgotten it and I think 

of it every time I have heard the name Harry S. Truman for the last sixty-

two years,  

“Gentlemen, every man left alive could have been taken off that beach 

in one fifty-man landing craft.”  

He continued, “However, we would have allowed fourteen Divisions 

to land in the main attack more easily than would have been the case without 

us.”  

 If the above estimate is reliable, I would have had about one chance in 

four thousand of getting off that beachhead on Kyushu alive.   

 Therefore, I am forever grateful to Harry S. Truman for the sixty plus 

years of life he gave me when he made the decision to drop the Bomb. 
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OCCUPATION OF JAPAN 

          

It is late August 1945. The Japs have agreed to an unconditional 

surrender. What is next for the 164? 

We did not have to sit around wondering about it for long. Word came 

down that we would load ships as soon as they could be rounded up and 

proceed to Japan to occupy that vanquished nation. We went over our 

equipment with the thought in mind that we might or might not have to 

fight. Orders came down we were to go in fully armed with basic loads of 

ammunition.   

 I am unable to remember how long we waited for the arrival of ships 

to move us, but it was not long. We loaded the Attack Transports for what 

we hoped was the last time. Crowded together, jammed in like sardines, 

without the tension of impending battle we had to keep an officer in each 

compartment to keep order.  Some men were out to settle old grudges, others 

just looking for a fight. 

 Once we sailed things began to settle down a little. We learned our 

destination was Yokohama, just south of Tokyo. Cargo ships were already 

on their way with trucks to take us inland to our destinations. The only units 

ahead of the Americal Division were part of the First Cavalry Division and 

part of the 11th Airborne. 

 The trip north was routine. No surprises, still full blackout at night.  

There was no telling whether or not Jap submarine commanders had been 

informed of the end of the war and getting our ship torpedoed now would 

have ruined our whole day --- probably several. 
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 We woke up one morning to find ourselves steaming up Tokyo Bay, 

the mainland of Honshu a mile or two off our left side. As we approached 

Yokohama the ship’s squawk box came alive. The regimental commander 

announced there were to be no weapons on deck as of now. Our ship slowed 

and entered an area of many docks, gently nudged one, and with much use 

of the loud hailer got us tied up. We were going to go right down a gangway 

onto land, didn’t have to go in by landing craft. And here came a big column 

of trucks, good old GI deuce-and-a-halfs (2 l/2 ton cargo trucks). What 

timing. We hardly got tied up and here was our transportation to carry us on.   

 Gradually orders were broadcast for various units to unload and move 

to the trucks. What Japs we saw made no suspicious moves, but you can bet 

we kept our eyes on them. Since my command was Co. “A” my unit was 

fairly soon on the trucks. My Battalion Commander was in a truck ahead of 

us with his staff, and a guide. When the battalion was loaded the column of 

between forty and fifty trucks took off.  

We drove on narrow city streets for about half an hour, then broke out 

into open countryside. In the city we saw few Japs, and those we saw stood 

and bowed as we went past. In the country people were working in their 

fields. Those close enough rushed over to within ten feet of the road and 

bowed deeply as we went by, so deeply that I was unable to see any faces. I 

could not determine what their expressions were. I was and remain amazed 

that a whole people can be totally war-like one day, prepared to attack armed 

troops with pitch forks, and totally subservient to a conqueror the next, but it 

happened.  

 We drove along going west away from the Tokyo area. The road was 

asphalt paved, smooth but narrow. The few Jap vehicles we saw were pulled 

off the pavement, their drivers and occupants stood on the shoulder in deep 
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bows as we roared passed them. 

We came to another city, rather an area which had been a city. Only a 

few stone buildings remained standing. The command radio told me this was 

Hatchioji. It had been carpet bombed several times as a secondary target 

when the bombers could not see Tokyo through the clouds.  It had been an 

important industrial city but no longer. 

 Another half hour of country driving and we approached another city. 

The commander informed me that this was Tachikawa and my company 

would leave the column here. My mission was to secure the Jap pilot 

training facility to prevent any Japs from entry, that I would keep one truck 

until I received a Jeep. His guide came back to me and pointed out the 

direction of the base, and I was on my own, no interpreter. 

 Following the instructions of the guide I found the base which looked 

deserted. We entered and drove around a little until we discovered a building 

which looked like a barracks or at least was not a hanger. I made it my 

Company Headquarters, Officers Quarters, and Barracks. While the men 

were getting settled, I took my platoon leaders on a reconnaissance of the 

area, and set up guard locations and patrol routes. We also ran a few Japs off 

the base who were apparently looking for something to pick up. There were 

several trainer planes on the strip which could have been attractive to 

thieves, but all the buildings we inspected were securely locked up.  I 

ordered they not be opened without my approval.   

The only entrance to the field was the gate we came in. I put a guard 

on it. I made no attempt to guard the whole perimeter of the field, just the 

gate, the buildings, and the planes on the strip, plus a roving motor patrol at 

night. So far there had been no threat of any type from any Japs. 

 I set the guard especially heavy the first night, one on and two off 
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with posts wherever our first reconnaissance looked as though there were 

items worth stealing, and of course a thick screen around our building.  

Many of these precautions were relaxed as time went on and it became 

evident that the Japs were not going to attack us. Far from attack, we soon 

found what they lusted for was our money, not by theft or violence, but in 

trade for whatever they had to sell.      

We settled in the next day and by nightfall felt comfortable. The third 

day we were in Tachikawa the Battalion Commander came by and took one 

of my platoons to establish a guard around the Mitsubishi Aircraft Factory.  

The next day he was back to take another platoon, this one to guard a 

petroleum experimental lab. The day after that the Fifth Army Air Corps 

moved their Headquarters to Tachikawa and it became Tachikawa Army Air 

Base. We were relieved of all security duties and ordered out of the building 

we had been using.   

We moved the Company Headquarters and the platoons that remained 

into a hanger. Then the Colonel was back to take another platoon, this one to 

a recently discovered small arms test lab. I went with them to this 

installation. It was full of pistols, rifles, shotguns, and machine-guns from all 

over the world, hundreds of them, many of them still in their original cases 

in cosmoline. 

 During the trip back to my Command Post I got to thinking. Many of 

these soldiers had been out here for three years or more and did not have a 

single souvenir to take home. The Colonel said that all those beautiful 

weapons were to be destroyed. Why not let our men have some of them?  I 

told my driver to head for the Battalion Command Post and took my idea to 

the Colonel.   

He liked it and came to a decision. “It’s your idea, Isenberg, so you go 
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through the place and pick out any piece legal to own in the States. Your 

Officers can take whatever pistol or rifle they want and your enlisted men 

can take any rifle. Then I’ll run my Headquarters men through followed by 

the rest of the Battalion. Any man with a medal, Bronze Star or higher 

including the Purple Heart, will head up the line. How does that sound?” 

  Many of the men were overjoyed to claim excellent hunting rifles, 

others wanted military stuff over which to tell fierce lies back home.  I 

selected a Mauser pistol with a hollow wooden holster which could be 

fastened to the butt to make it a carbine, commonly called a “broomhandled 

Mauser” after the shape of the grip. 

 When I took the platoon to guard the petroleum lab a Jap Major in full 

uniform but unarmed, marched up to me, saluted, and spoke in Japanese. He 

had no right arm and a very bad limp in his right leg. I found our later these 

were a result of service in China. My interpreter told me that the Major was 

reporting to me and requesting that his men be allowed to continue marching 

guard because they had not received discharge orders yet. I agreed that his 

men could stand guard with my men, one on one, but unarmed. That seemed 

to make him happy. On a hunch I asked him if his men had any rations. He 

said only what they could scrounge from the surrounding fields which 

wasn’t much. I gave him the case of “C” Rations I carried in my jeep and 

instructed the platoon leader to order enough for the Major’s ten men when 

he drew rations. We were still eating “C” Rations since the supply of fresh 

food had not caught up with us and locally grown stuff was forbidden 

because of the practice of using human excrement as fertilizer. 

 A few days later I received a message that the lieutenant at the 

petroleum lab wanted me to come there soonest. When I arrived the Major 

and the lieutenant came to meet me side by side, the Major armed with his 
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pistol and sword. He spoke to my interpreter saying that we had treated him 

and his men in a very excellent and professional manner, and he wanted to 

give his sword and pistol to someone who deserved them. He removed his 

sword and presented it to me with grave ceremony which I received with the 

same respect. He did the same with his pistol to my lieutenant. Of course I 

thanked him. Then he said he had received official demobilization orders 

and was leaving to return to Hokaido, his home island. Most of his men had 

already gone. He thanked me once more and limped out the gate with the 

few soldiers he still had. I never saw him again nor did I learn anything more 

about him beyond what I have written here. 

 A few days later the platoon at the Mitsubishi Airplane Factory was 

relieved by Air Corps people and returned to my control. They were almost 

immediately picked up by the Battalion Commander with barely a chance to 

wash their socks and whisked away to the Fuji View Hotel on the slopes of 

Mt. Fujiama where they guarded the Embassy Staff of Nazi Germany. I 

never did get up to the Fuji View to check on that platoon, but when they 

returned they had some great stories to tell about the first class treatment 

they were given by the hotel staff, such as being served “C” rations on silver 

platters, with linen napkins and tablecloths and crystal drinking glasses. 

 All of this occupied us for about ten weeks. Suddenly it was autumn.  

We had moved into barracks at a former Jap Army Base. Gradually the 

whole Americal Division was assembled there. We wondered if we were 

going on to occupy some other of the Jap islands or go home.  Rumors of all 

sorts were rife. The rumor mill was grinding away. 
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TRIP HOME 

 

In late October and early November of 1945 the Americal Division 

was relieved of all occupation duties and began to prepare to return to the 

USA.  We were not informed of that officially at first, but the men and 

officers who had not been out here long enough to accumulate a large point 

score were being transferred to other Divisions. Then we began to receive 

replacements all with high points. Some were not even Infantrymen, but 

Quartermaster, Ordnance, even Finance.  By the time these strange types 

started to arrive we knew we were really going home. 

The point system worked like this: 

1. Every person received one point for each month of overseas 

service. 

2.  Additional points were given for service in combat.                                                                           

3.  More points were awarded for wounds in action, and decorations.                                                                           

I do not recall the exact number of points given for the various      

decorations but I do know the Combat Infantry Badge was worth a 

bunch. 

Finally we received official word that the Americal Division was 

going home as a unit. It was disturbing to see some of my men transferred 

out. They were mostly men who, while not the oldest of old timers, had been 

with us for a year or so. 

We turned in all of our field equipment. Each day the order came 

down as to the equipment to be ready for turn-in the next day. The only 

items of unit property we were allowed to keep were one carbine and one 

magazine for it to be used by unit guards between the time of turn-ins and 

the date of disbanding of the unit. 
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Time dragged. Oh, how it dragged! We were informed that the 164 

would be the first of the division to embark. We hoped Company “A” would 

be first of the regiment. We all had our fingers crossed there would be no 

last minute change of orders. Everyone was short tempered. Minor fights 

had to be instantly quelled. 

The order finally came down to be in ranks at 0300 ready to board 

trucks to carry us to a railroad station to entrain for the docks. That news 

quieted everyone down. The whole company was up when 0200 came, no 

laggards today.  

There was no mess. We broke out our hard rations and waited for 

orders to move. Soon the battalion adjutant came along and told me to march 

the company to the main street and load it on the first five trucks in line. 

He said, “Pack them in.  We are short of trucks this morning. Put 

thirty men on each truck. You only show 152 men on your Morning Report 

so you can make it:” 

I told him “Hey, we can make sixty to a truck today.” 

We got the men aboard the trucks and then there was nothing to do until 

someone led the convoy to the railroad station. Nine hours later, (I really 

think it was closer to nine minutes) a jeep pulled up in front of my truck. An 

officer I had never seen before and never saw again got out, walked over to 

my truck and asked me if this was the 164 convoy. I assured him it was and 

he said, “Follow me,” got back in his jeep and took off. 

We probably drove three or four miles before pulling up in front of a 

railroad station. The officer in the jeep came back told me to offload the 

trucks, form up, and await instructions. It was about 0330 and with no 

streetlights it was as black as the inside of your hat. I didn’t know where I 

was much less whether I was in the right place but I did as I was told. By the 
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time I got the company formed up a Military Police soldier came up and 

directed me to follow him with my company in column of twos. We went 

into a black, dark building, the MP leading with his flashlight, and there was 

a train, or at least several cars. My men loaded into two of them. 

After half an hour or so the train started to move. Gradually it picked 

up speed, not like the “Bullet Trains” we hear about in Japan now, but with 

respectable speed. It was still too dark to see anything so most of us relaxed 

and tried to sleep, not easy to do while sitting on a plank about eight inches 

wide with no backrest and the bottom window sill digging into your back, 

while traveling on a badly deteriorated railroad bed. 

The darkness began to fade and as it did I looked out the window on 

the far side of the car. The landscape was just about what you would expect, 

bright green fields broken by an occasional farm village, with an occasional 

service station where a highway crossed the tracks. Gradually the light 

brightened. As it did so the farms gave way to built up areas which became 

thicker and more metropolitan as we rolled along. There were multistory 

apartment houses mixed in with small, thatch-roofed houses giving way to 

brick and stone office buildings. I should say the remnants of brick and stone 

buildings. The bricks and stones were piled alongside the streets which had 

been swept clean. 

The closer we got to the dock area the more total the destruction 

became until there was nothing in view but rubble as far as I could see. OK, 

they asked for it. They started it and we finished it. 

The train made a turn and we were on a dock. Another dock was in 

front of me few yards away. I turned around and there it was, our transport 

home, a big, rusty Liberty Ship. Not exactly first class, but what the hell, it 
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was transportation. 

It took most of the day to fill the ship. I think the whole 164th Infantry 

Regiment got aboard that ship. I do know that it was the most crowded of 

any troop transport I had ever been aboard. The troop compartments were 

typical, berths stacked four to six high, narrow isles between them, no forced 

ventilation, an unforgettable odor, and very little light. 

The men of Company "A" were fortunate being first to arrive. That 

meant they were able to secure berths near the companionway to the weather 

deck, with the most air; also it turned out, the most cold. We traveled the 

Great Circle Route which took us very close to the Aleutian Islands off 

Alaska in December. 

Officers Country was in hold five, right over the propeller. It was the 

logical place because it was by far the smallest compartment. The vibration 

of the propeller was fierce. One of the ship’s officers told us there was a big 

chunk broken off one blade that made it jump around. He also said he hoped 

it would get us to Seattle. We agreed with that. 

We were not fated to see Japan slide under the horizon. It was dusk by 

the time the tugs hauled our ship out of the slip and turned her around to face 

east towards the real world. 

The next week or ten days are a blur of two meals a day, soldiers 

upset over the quality and quantity of the food, trying to keep the craps and 

poker games to a minimum and breaking up the fights that developed from 

them. The only precise date I can remember is Thanksgiving Day. At dawn 

of that day we were in the Strait of Juan de Fuca aimed towards Seattle. 
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HOMECOMING 

 

  Soon the weather deck was crowded with GI’s anxious for a look. I 

doubt many of them had ever seen Seattle before but regardless it was 

Home. The talk was loud and cheerful. The ship started to enter a slip and 

everyone was ordered below decks because there was no room on deck for 

the crew working to get us tied up. The order raised a groan, but the men, 

realizing the need, complied. Soon the engines stopped giving that poor old 

out-of-balance prop a rest and us too. A band struck up the popular songs of 

the day and a column of trucks roared out on the dock. The band switched to 

“Happy Days Are Here Again” then the “Army Song” and was still playing 

when Company "A" loaded on trucks and left for an Army Post north of the 

dock where our ship tied up. 

 On arriving at the post the trucks formed a circle in a field with a sort 

of tower in the center. Some unseen person on the tower repeated over and 

over on a PA system that we were not to get out of the trucks but were to 

remain seated until directed to move. When all the trucks seemed to have 

arrived he made a series of announcements. I may not have his words 

exactly right but the gist of them are correct.  

 “When you are released go to the area where the alphabet letter to 

which you are directed is posted. I will start telling you where to go after 

giving you this information.   

1. Do not worry about your Thanksgiving Dinner. The mess halls are 

prepared to feed you all as soon as you get settled in your areas.  

2.  None of the trains departing Seattle in the next several days will 

carry civilians until there are no soldiers wanting to board.  

3. There are over fifty phone booths in Building number ten.                         
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4. There is a switchboard operator in the middle of the room. Give 

her your name and where you want to call. She will notify you 

when it is your turn and will usually have made the connection by 

the time you get to the designated phone. There is no charge for 

the first call. All phone lines from Seattle are restricted to local 

calls so no long distance calls will be made from Seattle except for 

this group of phones. If you have any questions ask the cadreman 

in your assigned barracks.  

 Now, if you are going to separate from the service at Fort Dix, New 

Jersey offload and proceed to the letter A for Alfa. Those going to Camp 

Shoemaker, California go to the letter C for Charlie.”   

He continued, listing posts all over the country. Then he announced 

that the commissioned officers were released from all command 

responsibility and should report to the BOQ billeting office for assignment 

of quarters and further instructions. 

 Just like that I was summarily relieved of my command and all my 

men sent every which way, never to be seen again. I thought “This is a hell 

of a way to do business.”  

  I got out of the truck and decided to make for the phone building so 

off I went to call the woman I loved most in the world to tell her I had made 

it back to The Real World. 

 During the next few days I turned in my Property Book and signed my 

discharge papers. With that I was free to go. The Transportation Office sold 

me a ticket to Sparta, Wisconsin, where I was to separate. Arrival at the 

railroad station revealed hundreds of GIs jamming every inch of the place. 

Inquiry revealed the train would be in within fifteen minutes. I wasted no 

time getting onto the arrival platform.  
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The train engine backed a long line of coaches along with one dining 

car into the station. By that time I had met a couple of other Lieutenants and 

a Captain and we decided to capture a section for ourselves as soon as the 

doors opened. By the time the train left the station there wasn’t an empty 

space on the train. Every square inch was occupied. Soldiers, sailors, 

marines, airmen, non-commissioned officers, and commissioned officers 

who had not found seats were sitting on their luggage in the aisles.     

 The car we rode in was not only old, but in bad need of maintenance. 

The heater was not working. Most of the passengers had been in the south 

Pacific for three years and it felt even colder to us than it was. But it was 

cold! This was December of 1945and we were on the most northerly route 

across the US. Many of the windows did not close properly. I am sure that 

car had been carrying troops for three years without letup. I am also sure that 

the same conditions prevailed on all the rail cars in the US. But again, what 

the hell. We’re headed home. 

 This was to be a three or four-day trip, so we rotated our seats to give 

those without seats a chance to sit and rest their backs. That decision got a 

cheer from the aisle sitters, and made for a happier group.   

 There is nothing memorable about the trip home other than the cold 

and the crowding. Once we cleared the high altitudes of the Rockies little or 

no snow was in evidence across the northern plains, then early one morning 

the train pulled in to the station at Sparta, Wisconsin. I was almost home.      

 I had made reservations at a hotel in Sparta by telephone and caught a 

cab to the hotel. My luggage consisted of the old Val-a-Pac which had been 

with me the whole war. It was the one I started out with so long ago in San 

Francisco. It looked pretty bad and had my Samurai sword sticking out of 
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both ends. It was nowhere near full even with all my gear and clothing..   

The hotel turned out to be typical of small towns at the time, marble 

floor and very high ceiling, a number of large sofas, a clerk behind the desk 

and several old timers loafing on the sofas. All conversation stopped when I 

entered. All eyes followed me to the desk, the clerk flipped the registration 

card to me after I said “I have a reservation.” 

 He told me Mrs. Isenberg had not arrived and shoved a key across the 

wide counter at the same time quoting a room number. 

 I picked up my bag and as I turned to leave he asked, “What is that?” 

 Thinking he was looking at my sword I said, “It’s a Samurai Sword.” 

 He said, “I figured that out, but you are the first soldier I’ve seen with 

six overseas stripes on his sleeve. Was that all in one tour or several?” 

 I told him, “Just one tour,” and headed up the broad staircase towards 

my room. 

I stood around looking at the walls for a minute just thinking, “I'm 

home. I’m alive. I made it. I'll be with Beverly soon.” How many times had I 

thought this might never happen?  I heard the doorknob rattle and turned 

around. The door opened and there she was. I was home for good.  

 

 

 

 


